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In
God
We
Trust
United Press.International

IN OUR Beth YEAR

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, January 3, 1963

Funeral Of
Countian Is
Held Tuesday

Gioup-Of 32 Russian Peasants
Seek Aid, Religious Freedom
By ROBERT J. IKORGENGOLD
United Press International
MOSCOW 41.11,1) — A group ii 32
peasant men, women and children who had traveled. 2,000 MIN%
from Siberia. pushed past Soviet
guards into the U. S. Embassy toseeking asylum from -relid
gious persecution."
The embassy turned them over
to Soviet officials who took the
peasants away ie a bus Many of

them were weeping and protein-ing that thee would be shot for
their religious beliefs.
Embassy policy in Moscow is to
Soviet citizens,
refuse refug
ause of the politipreeuniably
which would arise
cal probl
as well as the lack of faciktiets
for houaing them in the embassy
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- -•Cancer Claims Jack
Carson Wednesday

Fred Parker
t Passes Away
•
k

Kenlake Hotel
To Be Closed
Until Spring

Chamber
Member Of
National lin

Dick Powell Dies
Of Cancer Yesterday

Third Highest Toll
In History Recorded

0

New Hospital
Progress Report

Weather
Report

Cage Play Will Be
Resumed Friday

•

the

Furious Action
Takes High Toll
In Red Battle

Commodore Orr age 65, passed
awls. on Monday at Hopkin•sville.
Surviving relatives are five
daughters. Mr.,. Bun Wilkersori of
Murray route four. •Mrs lanes
Brandon 4.4 route four. Mrs Edwin
Vance of Murray, Mrs. Leon Duncan of Aim° and Mrs. Shelby Potts
By NEIL SHEEHAN
of Kirkses: one son. Dewey Orr of
United Press International
aturray. a slider. Mrs. Charlie
TAN 111E1'. South Viet Nam XIV
Clayton of Penny: and one brother
—One if the most furious battles
Everett Orr.
of the war against Communist
The funeral was held on Tuesguerrillas in South Viet Nam went
day at 2:00 p. •ni. at the Shikiog
into its second clay today taking a
Springs Baptist Church with Rev.
egogobble toll in human laves.
Norman Culpepper officiating.,
AN -least three American .4)1(1-iers
....Burial was in the church oemeo
were dead and four wounded,
,hvy:
bringing to 30 the number of Amer'Pallbearers were Rill Garet's,
icans kiLecl to action in Vier Nam.
Janies Key W. T Wilson.. Alton
South Vietnamese military casPeace, Barney Futrell, and Johnny
ualties were expected to rim are
Youngerman.
high as 100 killed and wounded'.
The Miller Funeral Home was in
Conimureist Viet Cong casualties
charge of arrangements.
were . unknown but were believed
to be eveft higher. There also was
a possibility of high casualties among the 600 to 700 persons liv•
ine the small Mekiting River delta
hamlet where the main fighting
raged
Reds Surprise
The guerrillas, who usually avoid
clashes and fade into the
jungle when attacked. put up surprisingly -stiff resistance although
m
bie
.aa
n;i1a
towar
nulnumberet1 by govern-

Although seeking refuge in the
embassy, the group did not tat for
embassy
political asylum, an
spokesman said. Embassy officials
explained to the peasants that
they could not leave Russia without pemaiesion from Soviet authorities and that an embassy could
not make such arrangements. This
argument finally persuaded them
to start boarding the bus.
"Evangelical Christians"
Members of the group referred
to themselves as -evangelical
Christians" who do not recognize:
WASHINGTON Tat —The Ten- any form of organized religion but
nessee Valley Authority will de- merely are persons who claim
veep the to-tiptoed Between The equelity among themselves awl
Rivers recreatiorval area on the pray to God.
Tennessee-Kentucky burden Rep.
The 'peasants complained they
Rase Bare, D-Tenn., said Wednes- had not been allowed to observe
rehgioua holidays and had been
day
Skase mid the National Park barred from contact with their
Service had agreed tip let TVA children in some instances.
One man getting on the bus to
develop the propesed 167,000 acre
leave the embassy compound told
area.
He mid he had been told the newsmen he had not seen his chiltwe agencies will announce details dren for two years.
whea they were married In 1945,
ACTOR DICK POINSII La Mown with actress June Allyson
-This is not funny." he eighed.
of the agreement later this week.
recently, after his Wiliam Walt disclosed. Below: A frontier sheriff on a TV series;
and
band
The project iies between Ken- 'This is tragic."
when ha was a Hollywood newcomer In the Itew re a late photo. Powell was a stage
Rusaran-speaking Western corThe Murray Chamber of Com.ky Lake and the lake to be
he was in musicals, mostly.
singer in Indianapolis. fad. before Hollywood. In sally lays
_
inhere
:
respondents heard some ma
merce has beieme a member-of
formed tay Barkley Dem.
• the National Better Business Bu—
ElPiteb mid it was "orgy Logical" of the group talking of a comrade
reau. New York City', thus making
abet TVA take on the develop- I who they claimed had been "rotit posailile for the Chamberto betinetat because of its interest in ting in prison" for two years.
ter serve the entire community,
•The same thing wall happen to
'the iPA,10 lakes. He said a would
•
James I. Johnoon. Executive Secprotect TVA's rights and allow us," one of the group said.
retary, announced today.
Soviet Foreign Ministry officials
--- •;.
deveksproent of the park with
H O-L Lay W 00D 4WD —Dick
also were heard assuring the mem:
By DONALD BLAKE
-As a member of She National
much less delay.
Powell, who rose from baby-tneed Bureau the Murray l'hamber of
bers of the group that "nothing
ENCINO, Cahf. (UPI — Actor
will happen to you a
singing, roles to become a movie- Commerce join, forces with over
Jack Carson turned in one of his
eleoltamoil Guarantee
television giant, -died of cancer 850 t'hangiers of Commerce throgreatest performances during the
But it did not appear that any egin two months of his life by
Waectim-day night With his wife, oghout the country to protect the
formal guarantee had been given. conctsling a death-dealing cancer.
aerie Ailyson, at his side.
buyine public from fraudulent proFineman sourree said the peas.Phe 58-year old star had been motion, arid tr ?fair busineee pr as'
He died Wednesday at the age
Although Kentueke State Parks in a cuma for two days after a !ices.- John ,aid
ants had been given a meal of of 52 of a malignancy of the liver.
egga, toast and coffee in the em
Carson succumbed only a few had a recurd-breakurg attendance fnur-mooth bottle ague:ire malig"As a member of the Bureau.
baggy lunchroom before they were hours before cancer ctaimed an. in 1962 wgh 8 million visetors— nancies in his chest and lymeth we receive monthly bulletins alertFred T Parker, age W. died taken assay by Soviet authorities
over
2.
1
2
times
the
population
of
glands.
other Hollrowood personahlty, actor
ing es to the sharp promoters and
Wetnesday.at the Etaptiet Hospital
Some of the elder!) men in the pr'deicer Dick Powell, and less Kentucky—four lodges closed JanThe end came at 9:30 pin., only echems operating in other sections.
in Memphis...Tannewee after a group wept Othere argued with
and
will
open
as
soon
as
uary
1
a fees- hoaurs after his friend. Jack In addition, we have access of the
than three weeks since the deaths
Soviet Foreign Ministry officials orac tiara ct e r actors Charles possible in the spring, the Ken- CaromWead died of cancer of the Bureau's files and are entitled to
• two - weeks dine's.
Survivors are his wee. Mrs. who had been called to the emtucky
Department
of
Parke
Us
aisliver.
.Leughtun and Thorreas Mitchell,
g-peoral reports on any inquiry we
Virginia Dodd Parker. Murray bassy compound
rimmed
-Dick was very brave all the make
both also ig cancer:
route three: five daughters. Mrs.
an
embassy
offiOne man told
Pares COMMitiSIOner Edward V, Wily through it," a family friend • 'While this program is not a
Carson's death came as a shtick
Patricia Ahrert, Abmo route one,. cial:
to his friends. wee) had mot been Fox said that three new park :raid
:euire-all and will not stop all the
Mrs. Carolyn Prichett. Dexter. Mies
We don't want to go anyWhere.. told- of the actor's Illness at his lodges at Rouge River Lake ComPowell, tree shicskee last Secra --ahreaes practiced-1V a inifirrrity wtm
Jeatmie Parker. Murray route They will shoot us."
ineetence. He had undergone Sur- berlanl and ('arter Caves parks limiter. and vc-„as hospitalized for operate on the f ratio- of business.
three: %hie Freida Packer
Another said in a loud since to gery abut six weeks ago for the along with Kenlake Hotel in Ken- cobalt treatments which, doctors It will give the communes great•
ray route three and MI9E. Angelo newsmen.
malignancy and was confined" to tucky Lake State Park have been repirted, greatly reduced tumor- er control over them and provide
Parker. Murray roue three; Live
'Those who believe in God and
hi me for the past Nos closed because present attendance ous swelling near his heart. The it with a channel through which
sisters. Mrs. Ilernian Fatchie. Pa- Christ help us. We ask it. We bed at
His wife. Sandra, and does not justefy their operation actor is-as released and returned investigation and correction can be
ducah, Mts. LsHy alicVoy. Deteort, ask that those who believe in God weeks.
to hie desk at Four-Star Produc- made." ,
brother. Itisbert. were with hun during this part of the year.
Mrs. Kenny
Bedivrtir, and ("heist help th."
"We still have good geogrphaic t'Ion to continue his work as head
when death came.
Mr Juhroon emphasized the fact
Mrs. Virreil Futrell. Murthat this program can best serve
Frank Stempel. Carson's agent distrabution with lodges elven at at the studio.
ray route five and Mrs Rovine
Last month, however, he an- the community only if the cornfor more than 25 years, said the Kentucky Dim %allege opened this
Turner, Paris, Tennessee:. one
ring near Paducah for Wet- nounced he , was unable to con- muneta makes use of it lie urges
actor's closest friends were told of
brother, Earl Parker. Murray route
ern Keetucky, Jenny Wiley ngar tinue as host of his own "Dick the buying public to be especially
his illness only recently.
four; and two grandthildren, Darcautious of any propositrein which
Powell Show.".
•
-"Jack evidently knew he 'had Preetonsturg for Eastern
on Ahert and Carl Pritchett
Re-enters Hospital
promises "soniething for nothing:"
4l any- tacky. Carnberiand Fails name Corcancer, but tie didn't
Funeral service* will be held at
bin
'for
Southern
anti
Kentucky'
M that time he complained of • -As with all programs of the
body." he said. "I talked to Jack
the Seventh and Poplar Street
General
Butler
near
e'arrollton
for
sorning.
pains in his back and was read- Chamber of Commerce. this one
Church of Christ Saturday at 10:30
Ey United Press International ' Tuesday night and this
Northern • Kentucky " Fox stated: mitted to the hospital where it can only be successful if we have
He waena feeling Well, but he
a m Ben Paul Matthews will
Fan explained that Kenlake Ho- was diarcovereft cancerous growth Ite-codperatitw of the community.
The nation's drivers rolled up was all right:"
conduct the service. Burial will
tel, which has been kept open in had
A cheek with the Chamber of Comspread •throug'h his body.
Collapses On Stage
be in the Sinking Spring Cemetery. the third highest New Yeats hole.
the minter in pee years,'wasclosaf.
g
Ca-reona;
Many eters, among them Reba merce may save time, money and
But
a
hint
failing
day
death
toll
on
record
to
end
The Max Churchill Funeral Horne
ed because the WCW, lode at Ken'
has charge of arrangements where "the most tragic year in traffic health came TarefAirg. 26 at New- 'ttky Dam 3/111age is adequately ert Taylor, Gregory -Peck, Frank worry- ft pays to Investigaeo be-hum, vol- fore vou invest'." he said
Sinatra and Robeet Mitt
heetory," the National Safety t'oun- ark, NJ., when he eillapSed on
(need. may call.
serving the "Kentucky I,ake area
unteered tip take ine place. Powcil said today
stage during drew rehearsal for
during the winter morello
ell's final performance as hr;at,
Traffic fatalities during the 102 "Critics' .Cheice." Physicians said
On the hares of the big gain in
taped two menthe ago, was beamhour holiday from 6 p m Friday —at the tIme—he'hacl a stomach
attendance, it was decided at the
to midniahe Tuesday totaled 389. disorder.
Tuesday night.
end of the regular tourist season ed
exceeded only by the 409 toll in
In additian hi his: wife and to try to keep all the lodges open . Last month Powell starred in. a
1956-67 and 407 in 1952-53,
:segment of his show titled ''The
brother, Carom Is survived by in the' hope—that a mild
arintec,
The safety council was cheered his mother, Elisa Carson: and two would
warrant holding them open Cou rtm artial at Ca pt
The hospital progress report for
by the fact .that the toll fell con- children by a previous marriage
for which he is a prime candidate
all winter. Fox said.
Pol•Poi Pwoup ImPhown82118•1
the week of Deceinher MI-December
siderably below pre-holiday. estri- to singer Kay St. Germain, John
"The winter developing intn any- for A lallitimetis Emeny _nomtna28 is as follows
mates that between 420 and 480 Jr., 21, and Kathryte 17. •
thing but a mild one,- Flo said, hon.
The weather was -fair to cloudy
Americans would die oei the naHe is survived by three adopted
"we arc closing' these four faciliIlioh Yesterday
. ......
44 tion's streets and highways
children, Norman, 28; Pamela, 13, with a low of 22 and .a high .of 38.
ties until early epring."
Low Yesterday
The carpenters ,built and set col34
"While we would have liked to
Ile added that a program of win- and Richard Keith. 12; and. a umn form, and set forms for the
715 Today . ......... ... 32 have seen a muds lower - toll,"
ter recreation is. belie.; developed natural (laughter, Ellen. 24.
retaining wall. Cblumn footings
Kentucky Lake: 7 a. in. 300.7. 'said Howard Pyle. presided of the
and when this program ILS more
a one gate open.
were poured and plumbers worked
camera "we are encouraged that
complete. attendance May make it
KENTUCKN' NEWS
Sunset 4 52; nowise 710.
on gag. lines. Reinforcing steel was
it wee 'a... below the average of
feasible to" keep all the lodges
set for a retaining wall Theafems
410 persons killed in treffic acThe local high !school basketball open all year.
MUFFS
•
Western Kentucky — allkrtly cidents over a comparable 102e squads resume play this week folg
ing for the .eeconel floor we's begun.
Rout docks at Lake Cumberland,
Irrsulating of heating lines under
cloudy and a little warmer today hour nonatvoliday period at this lowing the Chnermas vacation. •
5) S sitope Prea4.4.trrnPfiflooppfpl
Rough River' and Kentucky' Lake
through Friday High today in the time of year "
LOUISVILLE t
— Thirteen- the floor was carried out - and
parks remain open to serve fisheiMurray, High School returns to
low 40s. low tonight in the upper
plumbers worked on heating hales
But the council said IBM was
men. Sandwichee and coffee are monlh old Vernet L Brown was
20s
the own tragic year its Hattie the hardwoods with a game at served at these
strangled Wedneedap apparently and sewer lines under the floor.
docks,
Fox
said.
Elevator men continued te work
history with More than 40.0001a- Mayfield Friday might. Calloway
-Good reveal ion to the new fa- while peaseng with a clotbeeline
County. High will he host to Christ-ten an oil line.
Temperatures at 5 a. m (Mb: talities for the fire tame
at
his
hoer
g.here.
Pohce
said
the
(dirties
arid
improvernersta 'in the
ian County Saturday night. and
Carpenters. worked on forming
Louisville 31. %Lexington 26, Coyarrant beerilia
-coantagled in an end
A Coked Press International Murray College High meets Pur- parks has actualle exceeded our of
& ington 25. Paducah 24. Bowling
for the '
,avow] floor slab. Some
dangling
the
chititiline
ti
the
hopes."
Fox
said.
"I' Greet, 32, London 20. Hopkinsville breakdown showed these holiday year there Friday night.
excavating was done for section
child's
floor.
The
mother,
Mrs.
Fox
said,
in
explaining the et23. llunitntton. W. Va., 17, Evans- deaths: a
In otter Fourth District play tee/dance record. 5h44 hundrede of Frances D. Brown, found her inn of the tunnel which connects the
ville, Ind,. 26."
with .the old Plumb'
Traffic
389 Noeth Marshall meets Heath away letters in praise of
parks have with the ripe looped around his 'new hospital
ers. and insulators have completed
Fires
73 Friday night and is host to Lone been received during the year. - neck.
the work on the underelah. heatNI-LOW
12 Oak Saturday night. Both Smith
"The creation of the heat slate
a
NEW YORK feel - The limiest Miscellaneous
Marshall and Benton have games parka system in the nation ha
LAwRENCESURG. Ky. ttletiing PiPtag...
temperature Ni- the nation report- Tote),
SOS on Saturday Mato with the Rehels had a real impact on vacationers - Miss Susan Al. Walker. 65.
mornine by the U S. Wea
' SURPLUS FOOD
traveling to Mayfield and Benton inn played a vital role. in -helpdied Wednesday at a Frankfort
ther Bureau. excludiog Halvaii and
California lest the nation with 47 playing host to Sedalia
hospital, only an hour after she
the bring over 20-milli-on out-of Aloha was 2 degrees at -Lovelock. highway fatalities Texas had 36,
Applkatione for surplus food
Coach Larry Bale has practiced state ineiti5es who spent morethan
had taken the oath as circuit
Nev The highest Wednekiay wieS ILnnis
commodities Will be taken oh Mon'
.,0, New York and Okla- his Murray High Tigers through $1,93
couri clerk of Anderson Counmillion in Kentucky last
a 76 at Bonvasville, Tex. ,Tempera- homa 101 each Prenneylvania re- the holidays- and reports he-sis
day at the Calloway Coonly highty. Miss Walker. deputy county
year," Fox said.
ture. rarsged from 3 below zero corded 16. Florida. Ohio and Geno pleased with the pregress 'nada,
way •barn.
--T7irte persons Ma their Jobe at 'Clerk for 29 years, suffered a
to 18 in Alaska and fromittalo /10 gia 14 eaoh, and Michigan and The Tigers won over May-field in
Distribution of commodities will
in Hawaii
be made on Friday. January llth.
orth Carolina 13 each
(Continued on Page 3)
a game here Decernher 11th,
(Continued en Pogo 3)

• Development
Of Area By
TVA Agreed
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MURRAY POPULATION 10, 100

by the South Vietnamese army bat:
talion he had been advising.
He was hit in the neck and chest
and - evacuates! to Tan Hiep airfield„
out 10 miles away. where
he died while undergoing 'emergency medical ereatment.
Ferry In Troops
The helicopters ran into the
deadly Communist fire while ferrying in troops to reinforce government forces which had been
pinned down while moving overland toward the hamlet.
Ten American 11-21 helicdpters
responded to, the call. They- were
escorted by' five rocket-laden HU1B
helicopters.
As the 10 1121s hovered over
an open field to land the troops.
the Viet Cone opened fire with
automatic weapons.
Two of the 1121's went down on
the spot. Two others managed to
fly about a mile before crashing.
One sergeant aimed the first two
lean's to crash was killed and three
other American crewmen were
wounded.
Four of the Iftilets moved in
• It -was perhaps the first fixed to lay
down_ e tic4vy protective
position fight that the Communiets rocket and machine gun
fire while
(lad
s put' tap in the long, usually a fifth tried to land
beside the
shadowy guerilla viar.
downed machine,, and bring out
In addition to the human toll, the wounded
that shot down five Ameneananan
The fifth was hit m the rotor
ned helicopters and severely dam- blade It spun halfway
over in
aged at least six .others with a ,the air and crashed
on its side.
withering fire by automatic weep- The crew chief, a sergeant. was
killed try. Red bullets The pilot
Two of the American stead were waa kneeled linconectous It was
helicopter, crievinee both Army the first of the new heavily au-in
sergeants. The third was a cap- ed helicopters to by Simnel in the
tain who was-, leading an assaelt. war.
4
brk
vs .

Cold Shooting Murray Drops
MC Game To Middle 86-82
A cold shooting, injury weakened Murray State College quintet
agw its Ohio Valley Conference
hopes 411111 last night at Murfreesboro as the Racers dropped an
86-82 decision to Middle Terme-ea
see
•
It was-- the fine loop contest of
the season for the high's regarded Thorobreds who made a brilliant
early seareM tart bowing only to
Bradley by one point But last night
the 'Bre& had to spot the Blue
Raiders 20. Pointsand a more costly 20 rebounds in the form of 611
Jim Jennings
Jennings:the leading scorer and
rebounder, sat out the gatne with a-

sevi-rels :Trained ankle and Is a
doubtful starter for the Tech contest here Saturrias night.
Middle Tr-n nessee took command
of the game nurtmay in the ,first
period and appeared confident of
an upset win romping away to a
42-31 half-time advantage.
alurras got off plenty of whots
in the openeno period but were
cold from the field hitting their
lowest per centage of the eeason,
aoliental 27 per cent.
The fired-up Blue Raiders came
back. stroog in the second half and
after five minutes of play had built
a IS point lead. e2-37. Five fnienne•
ticked off the clock before the
pressing Racers began to dent the
margin. .
,Murray made a ertsational comeback completely wiping out the
Middle lead in a three and one_
haW minute serving' buret Bat
LONDoN
- The third: and after Murray had -tied the count
postqlble worst, •torm ci 'Britain's 6B-all. the Raiders poked through
grimmest winter of the century. fight straight points to srnrff out
blanketed southern England today. the rally.
The new storm came out lir- It was the second big upeet win
continental Europe---which enjoy- in corderence play . for the Raiders
ed a respite in the 12-day winter who had been regarded earlier am
sieges crossed the English ('han- one of the weaker teams in the
nel and struck England and Lon-, loop this year
Western was
don with A Laslaneving mixture humbled - at Murfreesboro early Ir.
of snow and elect.
thi season hut the Morehead
More than two
of snow Earglee had an easo time of it af
fell within an hour 'at Hendon. they romped over the Raiders 103in suburban- London. Weather and' 59.
road officiate said the outlook was
Murray was led- by Scott Schlos'aerim-very grim." .
ser and reserve John- Namciu with
By dawn, the snow coveted all 22 and 21 points respectively. A:
of England and southern Scotland Varna,' contributed 17 end Gene
and was closing Loads as far north Pendleton 10.
as Edinburgh. Sibilant "
Billy Martin and Larry Stewart
At least 55 persons hese died led the Blue Binder attack with
in auto, rail, air, exposure and 28 points and 20 points in the:
asphyxiation accidents since the order. Bill Nickell added 15 ane
vicious storm first swept the Con- Bennett Jem scored 13.
tinent. ?rein tiw Atlantic Ocean to
Murras returns for home game,
Siberia, helbre Christmas France with Tenneoev Tech Saturdar
reported 301 deaths. Britain 168. night and Eastern Kentucky Mon
Eiralaritt. al-equipped to handle day night berme traveling to West
the kind of weather this winter ern the following Saturday night
has brought. suffered the most, ...The Meddle Tennessee game het.
Weather experts said two days keen billed as a -must" if thi•
ago that it was the worst winter Racers were to be contenders for
here in 81 years:: Today's storm the circuit crown. Now Murray
could make it the coldest and defiretely is faced with the probleni
eftitlatiest since records (Met were of winning , NOTTIC -trig ones" away
kept a century ago.
from home plus a clean sweep here
,London temperature* wire- ex- at Murray.
netted to hover around WedriesMiddle
day's low of 27 degrees.
Player •
PG PT PP
"Snow is just tumbling out of Martin
al 4 2itt
the sky." an Automobile Assaocia- WiWoad th
1 2 4
Pr"*"
lion spokeeman said. 'The only
(Continued 'do Pep M .
thing traveiing is Snow."

Worst Storm Of
Winter Hits England

•
•

•
•

_
se:alia

•

.

'
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Quotes From The News
UNITED

;SLIMED by 1.4.120GER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY. inc.
asolidation
the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and The
ises-Herald. Octooer 20..1928, and the West Kentuckian, January

By

a

I

PRESS INTERNATIONAL

HOLLYWOOD - Actress Ruby Keeler, who co-starred with
Dick Powell in many films, upon hearing of Powell's death from
agirtalES•-c. WILLIAMS. PL'BLISHER
cancer:
"I feel very badly . . . I saw him about two months ago. just
e reserve the rognt to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
. Public Voice hems which. in our opinion, are not for the best in- right after I heard about his illness. He was with his 'wife and they
rest of our readers.
had just gotten good news that he was going to be all right.aT1ONAL REPRESF.NTATIV'M' WALLACE WITMER CO., 1509
Anon Ave, Memphis, Teen.; TirnaL.1 Late Bldg., New York, N.Y.,
ENCINO. Calif.
Frank Stempel, actor Jack Carson's agent for
ephenson Bldg. Detroit, Mich.
rncre tRan ,25 years, commenting en Caraon's -death from cancer:
lered at the Post Office, Murra,i, Kentucky, for transmission as
"Jack 'evidently knew he had cancer, but tier dids't tell anybody.,
Second Class Matter.
1 talked' to Jack last night 'Tuesday • and this morning. He ivaalil
DSCRIPTION RATES" fly' Carrier tin Murray, per week 20c. per feeling well. but he was all right."
nth 85c In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year. $3 50; else,ere, $5 50.
PALM BEACH. Fla. - President Kennedy. in a New year's
message to Soviet Premier 'Nikita Khr,Ustichev:
Community is tlio
"The Oenoanding Chic Masi of
The American people look forward to the coming year with
Integrity of its Newspaperthe deepest desire that the cause of -peace he advanced. For Ziulr part,
I assure you that notopportunity will be milo:eci to promote world
THURSDAY - JANUARY 3. 19E3
peace and understanding among:all peoples."

Ten Years Ago Today

LONDON - An Automobile Association spokesman, discussing
the latest aterrn in Britain's worst 'winter of the century:
-Snow is just tumbling out of the sky. The only thing traveling
is snow."
•

LEDGER & TIMES FILE
Robert 0 Miller. local attorney, will direct
the 1953 March of
.
mes in Calloway County.
The automobile of Dewey Crass was stolen last night about
30 from the ourking lot of the Houston-McDevitt Clinic
Osotor Orr. 48, were held at the 'Oak Grove RapLeal rites
Church yeseerda afternoon. Orr. who lived on Puryear route
:re died Monday in the Murray Hospital.
Rev W S Evans will be the speakIle at she First. !Methodist
torch Sunday night_ This is the last year Bro. Evans has been on
.e Paris District

More will
LIVE

41errfalt HOSPittS1
4•••••=mir.
,

- C.-envies - Adult37
Censtirs - Mullen/
13
Adult Beds
•
'Emergency Beds
Patients admitted
4
Petients dismissed
0
New Citizens
1
Patients admitted from
Monday
9:00 a.'re, to Wednesday 9:00 IL m.
Mrs Galen Myers, Rt 3. Puryear.

•
-THURSDAY
Tenn.: Mrs. Henshell MoKendree
and baby girl, Rt. 1, Benton; Clint
Skaggs,-Ilardin; Mrs. Price Licitliter,
714 Urn; Albert Ray Stone. 410
.Ntwth 10th.; Miss, Amin. Roberts,
Rt. 3; -Miss Patsy Shirley. 500 North
'MTS. IfewirCntte,ck,n and
by boy. 1714 Ryan; Mrs. John
Willis, 108 Blak emore, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Joe Thompson and baby boy.
Rt. 1, Ilardin; Mrs. Bill Edwards
and baby boy, Dexter; Miss Elizabeth Jane Belote. 1400 Main; Miss
_Ruth Pritchett, Dexter: Mrs. &to-

ert A. Hurst and baby girl, Rt. 3,
Benton; Mrs. Ronnie Smith and
baby boy, Rt. 1, Puryear. Tenn.;
Mrs. Earl Scott and baby girl, Rt.
6; Eddie Suiter, 1506 Sycamore
Patients dismissed from Monday
9:00a. m. to Wednesday 900 a. m.
Moja Clarence Spann, 510 South
2nd.; Guy ateCuiston, Kirkwood
Drive; Mrs. Leona Ferguson, New
Concord; Mrs. Ovie Ward, Lynn
Grove; Mrs. Jesse Lassiter, 506
Vine: Mrs. Garnett Junes, Rt. 3;
Mrs. Christflie Cokolow, 123 SprUee',

ir)............„...........11Elk-1

. SAVE

Mrs. Gerd Rule, Rt. 5, 'Mayfield;
RichardRoberts, Rt. 3; Mrs. Janrie
Weaker, 507 South 701.; Mr's. John
Willis, 108 Blakernore, Paris, Tenn.;
Robert McCann, t'olilege Station;
Master Thomas Pasco, 306 North
14th.; Max Outland, Rt. 2; Master
James Norsworthy, 10th St.; Mrs.
Edith Johnston, 1405 Walnut, Benton; Miss Sharon Myrrh, RI. 3; Mrs.
Rhation Crump, Golden Pond; Mrs.
Jerry Maupin, and baby girl, 601
Olrve; Miss Tamara Notsworthy,
416 South 111th

cilio nutStores

NOW!!

JANUARY 3. 1963
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MURRAY,
KENTUCKY
•

Prices Skid To New Low During Our

CLEARME AND

the more
you GIVE

HEART FUND
ALL WOOL AND WOOL BLEND

SAVE ON

GIRLS' COATS

GIRLS' DRESSES
9
checks

Solids
Checks

Plaids •
3-6x; 7-14

$2.99 Values, Now $2,44
$3.99 Values, Now $3.00

HALF-PRICE HAT SALE

$150

$1°°

Bulky Knits - 13bn Lees ".
White and Colors

$1.99 Values, Now
$2.99 Values, Now
$3.99 Values, Now
$5.99 Values, Now
$7.99 • 8,99

•

$1.59
$2.44
$3.00
$4.44
$6.00

11

SALE! GIRLS' CAR COATS
$4.99 1/,LUES sA
$5.99 - $6.90 VALUES $C'

$2.99 VALUES ..$3.99 VALUES

The Most poplar Cherry Ice Cream in alrAmerica!

SWEATERS

Plaids
3-6x; 7-14

$5.99 Values, Now $4.44
$8.99 Values, Now $6.88
$10.99 Values,,Now $8.88
$12.99 Values, Now $10.88
$16.99 Values, Now $13.88

$1.99 Values, Now $1.59

$1.99 VALUES

WOMEN'S AND GIRLS'

$200

NOW

ei

Made 2s only Sealtest knows how. 'Creamy, dreamygood. iiberally laced %trill iiiy -,ipe cherries and

CAR COATS

WOMEN' SKIRTS

Poplins & Wools For
Misses & Women

AM Wool and Wool Blends
in Solids, Chocks, Plaids

$8.99 Values, Now $7

$3.99 Values, Now $3

$12.99 Values, floss $10

$5.99 Values, Now $4

$17.99 Values, No $14

$8.99 'Values, Now $6

WOMEN'S ALL -Lint-tow'

crisp, golden almenrts M ynuifSealtest Dealer now!

fie 411,0
re:

AMP

•

Selected Lot Women's Shoes
•

WOMEN'S TATER PANTS .

FLATS
WEDGES
PUMPS
STRAPS
$1 99 VALUES
$2.90 VALUES
$399 VALUES

$150 s.

$224

•

PLAIDS
$399 VALUES

$300

STRIPE'S
$4 99 VALUES

$399

$2
9
9

OVERPLAIDS
$299 VALUES

$244

CLEARANCE' WOMEN'S
SELECTED LOT WOMEN'S
4

DRESSES
J n n 1,1 s - Muses

SELECTED GROUP

DRESS PUMPS

Women'a Sizea,

MEN'S SPORT SHIRTS

Leattivrs and Suedes

Values to $5.99 $3
Values to $8.99 $5
Values to $10.99

$.i.99
- Values $300
$5.99 Values $449

$2.99 Values

Values to $14.99

$2.99 Values $224

$3.99 Values $299

JANUARY -WHITE SALE!

AND. A SET OF

FIRST QUALITY WHITE MUSLIN

IL

8Ix99 & 72x1011

eiT

81 el i FLAT Oh.

OR TWIN FITTED

crafted by famous artican

SEALTEST FOWLS, P. o. sox 912.0. ST. emit 4, MINN.
Erelosed find a 710-tab from a half gallon carton of SealteSt
Chnrry Nugget Ice Cream and S2 75 send me my set of tau,
(any American MLk.,Glasc Hobna.t Bowls.

in width and the set Of,1 tit is valued

NAME

at $4. To get your set di four simply

ADDRESS

Each
„.. • clas
milk
I
glass
41
r1
11
.
4
#
sic
boil Lka

spEciA, puncHAsu 36 I NCH
80-SQUARE PERCALES

CANNON SHLETS

Beautify your table with to if authentic
Early American reprodut ions ., hand-

$7
$9

SOLIDS 'AND ASSORTED
PATTERNS
.•:

DOOBlall FITTED

99

k
a

$179
MATCHING PILLOW CASES -

29*Yd.

Pillow ease prints, Dots, St rrpee#, Small and large
designs. Nice for curtains, dreams and children's

- 49,

rimamm.

send $275 and a .zip-tab from a halfgallon carton of

Cl Tr

,eltor.t Clyrry Ntig-'

22x42 Fancy & Sol,d Coto,

-Bath Towels

STATE
ZONE
"Sr ewes Om., tees rm.row-,#-#.rN.##
P,ease pa* • I
ft.0. ••

73°
• f•, :or Soo). or.
,WhIte Caround
Matrhmg Oath Cloth

get Ice Cream. St!nd tor wens today'

.P
COTTON

LL 36

BROWN

Blankets

Domestic

'10°

-5- YDS.'100

goftl,' Napped For Eatr
Warmth lawkstitenerl edge
,

First Qtin,Ity
finish
rirm

BLEACHED

4 ,;..'10°
-80-Square Quality
„Nice 9,41 Finieh
Bleached Sn.rer White

Stn.
Texture

.1=1.

•

.
•

-

,ar

•

.L77

•-•

Sheeting •

4••

.1••••••••••••••

fit

$1.99 Values $169

....--......•••••••• -war

„

1

oae

.r•••
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5, Mayfield;
I; Mra. Jamie
Mrs. John
Paris, Tenn •
lege Station;
a 306 North
It. 2; Master
Cobh St.; Mrs.
;Velma, Bents, Rt. 3; Mrs.
n Pond; Mrs.
sby girl, 601
Notsworthy,

THE LEDGER
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FARM FACTS

RRAY,
TUCKY

ur

•

MORE OF THE SA.ME. During
ectert weeks farmers have been
eposed to the annual bomberdeat of outlook information. By
arm press and radio public meetigs
publications, they have
en told what to expect as far
s prices and income in 1963 is
ncerned, and it all adds up to
bout the same as the past tWo
ears — nu violent fluctuations in
ices of farm commodities. Some
races will be slightly lower; others y.fightly higher and prices paid
by farmers; *will continue their
',weed trend.
Not income of individual farmera will be determined more by
the efficiency of the individual,
and his volume of business, than
by the Market icier of his cornmuddy. This, in, simple worde,
means that the former who does-

FARM

AUJ

a'.

& TIMES

REMEMBER . .

These Prices Are.-Good Through
.
Tuesday, January a, 1963

BISCUITS

12 cans

PEACHES

4 cans

CORN _ _

8 cans

1'

irildid/Famoisrese

•

KENTUCKY FARM OUTLOOK
FOR 1963
By J. E. Stanford

$1.59
$2.44
$4.44
$6.00

TS
$5'

• $3

$4
$6

RTS

Farm outlook for 1963 is neither
nor pessimistic
6verly
as compared to the past two yeers.
Total tam preduction in Kentucky is expected to hie, if not exceet,
1962 output Net farm income is
expected to be about the same/as
1962, according to a recent prediction of the US. Department of
Arriculture Higher production
casts are expected to offset probatsle increase in goverrerwrit paynients.
Cattle skaugirter and beef pro,
ductien are expected to increase
modestly in Kenituelcy in the year
ahead — depending somewhat on
weather conditions. Dairy peodurbon as figured to make a considerable gain over 1982.
Onistinued agitation for a quota
program is encouraging some
dairymen to expand teeptit to
build a plod production remind far
antiripated beseet.-A senekshireg defeat of all control proposals would
bring a quick end to this activity.
..larg production seerne due to
increase slightly In Kentucky In
1983, and hog prices may decline
somewhat through the year as
eimpared with 1962 The 1962 flea
crop was a little larger than
1961, and hirtther increases are
predicted, fur the 1963 spring crop.
Hog ,prieea have been favorable
relative to grain prices since the
.; fall of 1960 Coravidering both costs
and gross irscorne, profit prospects
. from prochiring hogs in 1983 appear to be enly alightly lees favorable than during the past two
yea rs
talk is being heard about
, a probable recession in '63 Favaorarble factors include an increase
- in rd or' for durable ipm.cts. more
usling ABM, boeming automobile sales, a,nd a' high level of
o risumer incomes
Unfavrirabie
. factors include a slow-up in the
steel inclusrtu, a decline in freight
car loadings, and rising indirstWal
costs The world picture is quite
uncertain, and business expansion
0011)5 are still very much undecided.
Ti, making plane for ,14063. farmers *would round on,fbirily frond
business activity and a high demand for mina foods and fibers.
Rut don't stretch your luck eio
far, as there is sell a good bet of
, doubt about 1983 and the longer
pull.

a,

It

9
• /
w
•

Co1d••
IConlinusid From P••• 1)
• Stewart
.lent
....... ..............
M idgett
'
Nirkell
Allen
'Total.;
• Ahem;
Player
Pendleton
Natriciu
Walker
Varna.; •
Sehlsessier
......
Goheen
Mahoney
.......
• lain
......
eGochel ............
Totals

ash
Who.

FG FT
5 0
5 11
1 3
7 3
94
1 0
1 1
0
0 0
30 22

FP
10
21*
5
17
22
2'
3
2
0
S2

Kenlaie

)0

ii?tr

7620
4 5 13
2 0 4
6 3 15
1 2 4
X 22 96

CHOPS

KENTUCKY NEWS
BRIEFS
Continued From Page 1)
cerebral h•morrhage lust after
she had been given tha oath of
office by Circuit Judge Coil..
man Wright.

CiNCINNATI. Ohio 1011 —
Solemn PontlfIca1 High Mass
will be celebrated Monday at
St. Francis DeSales Church
here for Msgr. J. Henry Schenberg, 95, pastor of the church.
Monsignor Schenberg. who died
Wednesday at a bospital here,
was the oldest active Catholic
priest in the Cincinnati Archdiocese.
LOUISVIILE ITU — Witham If.
Schwankhaus, 60, ao former asateirnee
s-1 sta rut cornenonw ea len
and circuit court aide, died at a
hospital here Wednesday following
a short iTIness.'Schavarilchaus, an
attorney herr for 40 years, served
as assistant eacenionwealttill' attorney from 1934 to 1946:
LOUISVILLE II/P11 —Funeral
Services will be held here Saturday for Mrs. Elizabeth Bauer,
who died Wednesday at the ag•
of 101.
NOW YOU

Murray; Kentucky

10 - lb. bag 89c
2 - lbs.' 191
lb. 25°

SWEET SUE
Grade "A" Whole

49c ..f0WC.S

SUGAR CUEED, SLICED

Fresh Sliced

MEAT 3 - lbs

Fresh Sliced

lb. 25e

PORK LIVER

TRADE WINDS

First
Cut

Center Cut _ _ lb. 590

39c

lb.

FRANKS

MINUTE STEAK - PORK STEAK= BOLOGNA
FAT BACK
NECK BONES
SHRIMP Tra::::

Fish Sticks 3- 14°:
12-oz.
pkg.

3901;

MtKEN'BREAST - 69 WINGS
LEGS & THIGHS
4W BACKS & NECKS

19`

SKINLESS
REELF°°T

--lb

19C'

lb.

,J cis

LARD
9

pkg.

Sacramento

$1

303
Cans

5 for '1

Snider', - Mac bottles

6 for '1

CATSUP

Miss Lit oily

SALA RESSING
MAY6NNAISE
49
LIMA BEANS S::: -ern
MACKEREL,-SARDINES
5,c1a:Nzs. $1
r
MII. K
Quart Jar

Miss

Liberty

— Quart Jar
•

CAN'$
.6416-1
0

California—

22-0z.
Size

3
51.11 COFFEE
69c
11'Ms' $i
POTATOESnIED25 lb. bag 89

FRUIT PIES
MORTON'S - 111-0Z. SIZE

MORTON'S

Miss Dixie

Evaporated

FOLGERS

MEAT PIES
Campbell's

Stokely

$

8
=

Pound Can

6C 3:143S $

ISiCC)
AZ
NS$

BEANS

Bush's

1G4

300

303 cans

FRUIT.OIKTAIL

6

lb

4-ib. ctn. 59c

REELFOOT

STANDARD
SOLID
PACK

TOMATOES

TOMNTO SOUP
APPLESAUCE
CHILI zWiTti lYg
SAUER KRAUT

3 - lbs

NAMBURGER

lb. 39t

BEEF LIVER

PORK

Juice

YELLOW SOLIDS
with '5.00 purchase

lb.

Sliced Rindless

OWENSBORO, Ky (11P1) — Da.
viess Freeal Court voted Wednesday te tnipcse a $130 pall tax on
men betweea the ages 01 21 and
DONALD DUCK FROZEN ORANGE • 6.0s. Cans
64 Totally disabled.war veterans
were exempted The poll tax will
be effeetive when county, gate
and actinol taxes are due next
Sept 15, and is expected to raise
some $20,000 a year.

4
10

NO. I
CANS

(AWNS
$-- GRAPES

3 lbs 1W CELERY
lb.

Red EmPfsrer

2 25
2lbs. 15c
STALKS

Pascal

15 TURNIPS

Fresh

KNOW
Maxwell House Instant • 10-ca. jar

By United Press International
Kennedy is the name of a fa
moue and powerful Scottish family which settled in Scotland's
Ayshire region in the Middle Ages
The family name is believed 'to
have derived from the name Kenneth. according to the Encylopedia
Brit attics

1) ,

-

PIFTLADFLPHIA
— The
Keniake Hotel e•ith only a nucleus
left at -the lake- Rehr-rine will take wringer washer L4 no "hal been':
place on the reopereng in the In the hOlTits latifidry industry itidusery estimates call for more
ospring,
than 700.000 unit sales. compared
/
147
with 679 000 unit's gold ih 1962,
one manufacturerer said here
The wringerwasher is basically
the same unit it wa.s a decade ago

Read The Ledger's
Classifieds

HOUSER VALLEY

Bacon

OLD STANDBY

(Continued ,From Page

-

CON

GODCHAUX

with 9.00 purchase

BABY FOOD _ _ _ _ 12 cans

/
1
4

Hazel Highway

SUGAR
OLEO
FRYERS

10 rolls

TISSUE

PA

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO
LIMIT QUANTITIES

3 for$

ICE MILK

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

OPEN EVERY NIGHT 'TIL 9:00 P.M.
FOR YOUR
SHOPPING CONVENIENCE

every -Wednesday is
Double Stamp Day!!

n't produce much to sell, and
whose yields. and production are
lbw, will have another hard year
of it in 1903. Efficiency and volin be the
ume of sales wiil
major teeters in profits.
OPPOIRTUNITLES LIMITED
Opportunities for expansion of agricultural commodities are limited.
That's true of Kentucky's main!
Vanity - Half Gallon
sources of income
tobacco and
dairy, the firet limited by law
with grower approval; the latter
cans
All Brands limited by investment costs arid
market outlet. There are acreage
restrictions, teo, in the production
of feed gain and wheat. There
Sacramento - 29-oz. cans
are, however, no restrictitma or
limitatiens on eeficiency factors of
these ,props nor on the expansion
Mayfield Cream Style - 303 can
and improvement of pastures.
Fortunately, the two things most
needed for Increasing etheiency—
credit and fertilizer—ere the two
Delsey
things that have increased iteast
rest Interest paid on money
tail-rowed in 1963 will be the same
Gerhart and Heins Strained - 454 cans
as was paid in 1913, fifty yeers
ago, and the unit cost of plena
food has gone up very little in
the past generation or two.
Fortunately. too, national trenda
in beef and hog production favot
the type of production best suiCen
to our conditions. I refer, of course, to the new market outlets for
feeder calves _and pigs. EVen
though beef numbers a r e the
highest on record and prices may
be,. expected to trend lower, the MISS LIBERTY SLICED
opportunity f or making • money
from cow -call herds and feeder
pigs over a period of years is
good. The community that specializes on.high quaLity pigs and
calves can expect a profitable
tnarket fur these commodities most
of the time.
EXPANSION NEEIDS. The need
for money is probably the greatest
deterrent in expanding and improving farm enteeprises. Whethar
It is buying more land, buying
breeding herds et hogs or cattle,
building farrowing houses, improving pastures or increasing alfalfa acreages, it a.11 requires
money. Almost every Successful
farmer today has to use borrowikl
money. That's the reason that
CREDIT is considered an important tool isf production. It aids in
eipanding and producing efficiently. The young man that kerns
how to handle credit wisely usually develops into an efficient farmer.
TI
:ck

—

BEE STEW
MILK

Armour -

sot. p5W WESSON OIL

tit
i
igas
h
LIBERTY COUPON

S&H
50
50
GREEN STAMPS
With This Coupon- and Purchase of

•S&H
50'-50
GREEN STAMPS
'
arehase of
With This Coupon and Pi

.59(

Void After Jae. 11, 1963,7Iinj

BROOM
Void

e-.
After

EGGS

ea. 99,f
Jan. 8, 1969 OMR

Grade 'A' Medium — -

Doc

49c

=Mak LIBERTY COUPON iitows

With This Coupon and Purchase of

With This Coupon and Purchase of

Void After Jan

•
•

"1.

Miss Liberty

25
S&H
25
GREEN STAMPS

POTATOES

_44

8, 1863 iVy 5.6,--

•

OC

50
S&H
50
GREEN STAMPS
10-LB. RAG RED OR WHITE

ZEPHR 4-TIE

RED DELICIOUS,- 4-1b. bag

5

so.
— 24-os. bottle
ea
ria3nra LIBERTY COUPON

um= LIBERTY COUPON

•

Head

— 2115.0s. esa

CI^°1:::::aLT

APPLES

;LETTUCE

ICEBERG.

I Lb. MISS.' LIBERTY SLICED

BACON
,rterienq

-

lb. 59t

Void After Jan. 8, 1963 Inntiffft,

''

I

ts1
ai

40•
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Rehearsal Dinner
Held For Outland.
!Stubblefield Party

' Thursday, January 3rd
_
Mr. and Mr*. Vernon StubbleThe Ann„HassiglIne Camas of the
of
Gr°uPg
Memorial Baptist C hu rch will Church CWY'be
will meetCliTi.stiab/
at 2:30' field• Jr,, were heati- for the remeet at the home of Mrs. Quinton p.m. as follows: I with Mrs. Gregg heartuil dinner of the wssidfrad
of Mize Sharon Outland,
Gibson at 7 POIMiller and If with Mrs. Otry . party
•
•••
Shea Stubblefield on
Paschall. Members note change in tend N
Saturday
evening at spc - thirty
The Town and Country HomeVernodat.
o'clock at the Triangle Inn.
see
makers Club will meet at the
MissOutlarld chose to wear for
home 'of Mrs. William Caldwell,
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
the occasion a gold brocade dress
Cardinal Drive, at 7:30 p.m.
College
Presbreria
the
n
Church
, brown ac„„ms,sies and was
s‘sts
•• •
will meet with Mrs. Charlie Crawpresented a corsage of white carTemple Hill Chapter No. 511 ford at
110 pm. Note change in natrums,
Order of the Eastern Star will date.
The bride...elect, presented gifts
hold Its regular meeting at the
• ••
tx;- her attendants, Miss Lillian . . . The
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Th
Finest for
e
Palle Road Hornernakers
• ••
Club will meet at the home of Watters, organist, and 'Mess Patty
Vatsgfiff,
The Garden Department of the Mrs. Leda
vocalist. Mr. Stubblefield./
Robernam at I ism.
Your Table!
% Murray Woman's Club will meet
also presented gifts to his best
• ir-A.
at the ckth house at 230 p.m.
rnan
and
ushers.
The Ruby Nell Hardy Circle of
Hostesses will be Mesdames Greg the First
The long table was overlaid
Baptist Church WhIS
Miller, Verne Kyle, Carl Lock- will meet
with Mrs. Plialsp Shel- with a white cloth arid centered
hart. W. H. Mason. Clifford Melu- ton at
with the beautiful all white ar7:30 pm.
gin, and W. K Mischke.
rangement of carnations. f uj
as.
•••
surns. and stock with
,
Cireles of t h e First Baptist siirssanthen
Monday. January 7th
.._ Church WMS will meet as Al- ferns and shrysanthemurns branThe Kathleen Jones Circle of iosses 1 with
Mrs. Jack Kennedys ' enu4 siit• fr,vm the centerpiece,
the First Baptist Church\VMS , Il wsth
we:re "T:arked for, thirty-six
Mrs 0. C. Wells and III PX17
.
will meet at the home of Mrs. with Mrs. Fred
Gingies at 10 am.; ;
P
er
'"
"
'
.
•••
Stanford Andrus at 7.1.5 p.m-I IV with Mrs. Ectgai Pride at 220",
•••
- !
- The Lottie Moon and Annie
• ••
Armstrong Circles of the Find ' Murray
Stat, Chapter No. 433
Raiersa-Churoh WlaiS will not hold Order
of the Eastern Star will
TEN5ERED
its r. efuter
,
meeting but will _meet hold its regular meeting at the
•A1 ••••••••
with the general' t.V:V.IS On third
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.
' '' 1
' Tuesday evening. ,
r The Delta Department of the
•••
Murray Woman's Club held its
Wednesday. January 9th
THE SIGN OF BEEF
-' The Ladies Day luncheon will. regular meeting at the club house
Tuesday. January 8th
Tuesday
evening
sevenat
be
served at the C.alloway County
The First Methodist' Church
thirty s'clock.
Woman's So c iety of Christian Country Glut) at 12 noon, Hostess •
Mee Rubte Smith presented the
John
T.
Sery' will hold its regular meet-'
TO BE TENDER!
es will be Mee
'
danica
interesting and inforrnats%e promg at the church at 10 am with Irvan. George E. Overbey, Wells
gram
on
the
subiect,
"Quotable
the executive board at 9 am. Purdorn Sr.. Conrad Jones. James
Quotes."
Members please note change , in - E. D:uguid, T. C. Doran, Al Kipp,
m yrThe program leader. Mrs. ,
' Wayne Doran, and Charles Cosdate.
tie Wall. gave the devotion and,.
I tellos
• ••
introduced MiSE Smith. Miss Van'• • •
,I
Gibs-sm. department chairman.
Friday, January 4th
_ 1 71_3f arindal_songrgatismal meets_ da
preeksed at ale ?meting_
- ,l The Grace Wyatt Circle of 'the
, Trig rd -the College Presbyterian
russet ps,41,bsaassas alums _-IChinvit wall be
held at the
churchmerits were served by the hostess
meet at the home of Mrs. Alfred wrsh a 'PM:aft
susiPer being servi ee
,s_em were mesdames saseem
Lindsey at 930 a.m.
eel at 6:30 p.m,
Churchill. James Blalock. Stan•••
.
ford .knrirus. Misses Lairene Swann
Iand Ruth Sexton.

4

murinnt. Kt.f4lUcti.

BJU%

rgitgli%F

1

4111:

CHUCK ROAST291 11T--BACON

Miss RUN(' Smith
Speaks At Meet Of
Delta Department .

GUARANTEED

• 041111%
,
F

Ladies Day Club To
Meet On ll'ef;i -esdayi- The Laaves

bef •••••

• ••

Day -Luncneon Club
of the Calloway County Country.
Club will have its first luncheon
Oven - 6-00 : Start - 6:45
if the new Year on Wednesday,
January 9. at
won.
Each member is asked to make chM
ddrzlenajWi
sumi
MnrS
..MT
- ENDING THURSDAY
:
ed
rk. aLaS
m ithi-,a
wi
n
:11
.
her reservation .by. noon on Moneif near Oshantius. Ohio. spent the
nile
cta
v.
.
ny
:
o b recamese
liirtarn
j
fothe
rm T
htlete
. !rya?
!
''s
holidays with their parents, Mr.
omes
enairrrrar.. G
ge Eir.overtwy. and
BGe
Murs
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- Ssirrs,s, Mrs. .sse Cunningham
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* WaYne pnrsn' and Char- and eistieh.en. David, Donald. Dan-Ss1(41P
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Mr. and Mrs. A..A. Doherty irnel
.1,..hn and Joe Parker were among
uase attending the golden wedding Innis-cmry celebration trif
Mr. and Mass H. I. Worrell at the
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the minutes,
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!Farr; faith; Mu. Jean Thurman.
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"LIGHT IN THE
PIAZZA"

•

TWO
BIG HORRIBLE
Rather HORROR •
HITS!!
'BLACK SUNDAY'
.
'THE PIT and the
PENDULUM'

F.

Officers Elected
By Rainbow. Girls
Tuesday Evening •

• L1

"SWEET,BIRD
OF YOUTH"

BEAN SOUP

NOW OPEN

baby beef

Pure Lard 4i 491

PORK CHOPS LB. 39c LB. 49c
BACON toppy 39cb I BACON slab
39b
LB. 89c
ROUND STEAK
DgY MRK

Cloverleaf

12 oz

Leg Cab'

Jed'
4°7hf

BABY FOOD sTRAINED 3 jars 25
'
39,
"
I

7
'°1 3W

BEEF STEW
METRECAL
SEAGO
DILL PICKLES

Dully Moore - - 24-os.

HMSO BLUE

2cans 33s-=. BISCUITS
EANUT BUTTER
SNOWDRIFT - - - 3ibs 59'
POTATO CHIPS
4W
Putt"'

each S
f

TwiLhayrsaa -

P"h

KING
SIZE

•t3419`
• 49`
_ I 49'

892
Gs!.

Maxwell

r
/19

INSTANT COFFEE
BEANS
- _2lin 25°
PINTO BEANS
_2 His 25°
ICE HIM
3

h3SylbCh795
'

2cans 214V

119"
19'
2 49'

Aunt "'emu
"-

:
C :
er1:
T Al:AEL'e:r

House 10-oz.

Great N°"
"
1 rn

Sealt•st

GAL
2S $1

LB.
BANANAS
GRAPES
LB.
BUNCH
CARROTS
IDAHO BAKERS 10

10c
10c
10c
49c

HNS

•
_
Ec@tom y Size

49c

ALL.OUR FRIENDS ARE INVITED!

29° PANCAKE MIX

SYRUP
29' MACKEREL
BARBEQUED PORKK-Ii.T.49" SPAGHETTI

• • '41

South Side Shopping Center

- 4 Quarts

7.0z.

.•thers present were Misses DiStalls, Siis;e Adams. a nd'
sserrie McCuistsn. Mrs. Frances ,
' "Surchill. and Ges-ge•Williams
1
The IrMfailation of new offieCrs
' .1 be held at the next regular'
-• •-qtling to be "heici• on Tuerlay,
I ,strary 15. at 7 p.m. at thet34a.nte likill

at the

chestnut 49b
PICNICS fresh 291

SPAM
39c
3cans 3W QUAKER OATS- 19c
STUFFED OLIVES
MAZOIA CORN OIL 0, 39c

MURRAY
SHOP
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"FINE FOODS FOR FINE FOLKS"
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HEN WILL MS BE CURED?
Say when... with your dollars!
IMF FIGHT MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS

Ii

Iyik..• ,•10.: ,4111Stinigk.4
si.-4041""oro,
"
CROSSWORD PUZZLE "'we''`"erda
ACROSS
I- Distant
4-Coloring
m•It sr
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compound
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4.1.1
1•ICA:' In "
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ellus om

9

e

_a-Federal
agency

41111 I

a- Threehanded
armadillo
ll-l'.aocaeI
.1 'Perth:silence.
4 11,dennn•
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r.in
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ma imam N%
ciROMO

4-hat to know
8-Pronoun
7-31an:e
int ketnew•
I- Allowance
for waste
2- Ed111.41• seed
10-Be mistaken
11-Damp
116-Electriftlid
particle
IS- Toil.
20- Meadow
22-Pretends
23- Weterway
24 -i'oniunegoa
26- Talents. '
28-1:rtek letter
214- Resew•
10-}Undo

Deaaaeta

32.Pronoun
33-Suffix -Ilk*
35-Showy flower
39-Sun

end

OMOM
OMMO MOM OISM
MUODU MORPJ OM
000LI MOO
fiM ORME GEOUA
COW SOSO rlIDO
DOME MISSW
MO OCIO0OW
OOMOOM MOM s E
00320 OW OUT
al - I: nos k
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article
41-Note of scale 54-onisa of

40-k en. n
pi s. rat

..r I Lail

4A- Likely
(6-Civil Injury
0-Heraldry:
grafted

40 T- r seed

hearing
65-Grain
46-1.1ace
59-A state

(•1•10-,.i 1
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"Mils IIIIIRIN 9 all
II
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:•:.0{12
office
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18
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19
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28
0
UU2
Pi- Noshes lands
tee Indies
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II- Vslosilates
sf•-terin .
conjoin. lion
11. Walk
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M..
43
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59
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19c
1W
49c

Less Workers
On Farms
During 1962
Prose la1oz-seamed

25c
25c

4

s
RIDE—Ftaymond Featherer
'SHE' WAS JUST TAIC1NG A
of Del Lt.
custody
in
is
attire,
women's
and
wearing a wig
William Gillespie (left) and Sgt. Chester P. Souders in
was
Upper Darby, Pa., where the owner of a car Featherer
driving caught up with him at a stop light. Featherer said
also
he -was just taking a ride." Gillespie said Featherer
admitted robbing a savings and loan company or$2,649 last
July, again In women's clothing.

CENTENNIAL SCalip;ooz
The War for the Union 1861415 in-&

The U. S. Navy's first armtired capital ship went into
action a century ago, as noon after It*
launching and fitting at the Merrick & Sons
yard at Philadelphia in 1682 es ita crew
could be trained at the engines and guns.
The craft was the 3.500-ton New Ironsides,
described by a British war correspondent as
'a screw sloop of the British warship Warrior type?' Her 232-foot length was pro-qcted by 4% inches of rolled iron armor.
ThiR protection. of the wooden hull 'typed
at IT degrees and extended three feet byloW
the wa.texline. Sixteen -11-inch Dahlgren
smoothbores and two eight-inch Permit
rifles were her chief armament. At the bow
was a formidable wrought iron - ram.

RIGHT

•

The warship's screw, which drove her at
six knote, was turned by a pair of horizontal
steam engines, and she had masts for saris
to be used when not, in action. She unquestionably was the most poWerful ship afloat
the autumn of 1562.
The New Ironside's armor was to have its
decisive test whlle Commodore Dupont's fagship in the repeated attempts to break into
Charleston In 1363. The Union gollath was
attacked by one isf the ConfederaigDavids"
or submersibles, and escaped -dinteh (A
has well protected U. S. warship was 'Sink
at Charleston by a Confederate ancestor of
todliy'a submarines.)
Meanwhile, the Navy had contracted for a
much bigger ironclad. Construrtion.on it, the
373-foot [hinderb er g, began atNew York in
1862. She was del
signed to carry.
21 big guns and
move at 15 knots.
The Dtinderberg
was not completed until 1885,
when she was
said to the French
navy, in which
she served as the
Rochartibea
KInnaird
f 4— 1 Contempothe
rary sketrh
New Troneldes It
Is faulty In details of silhouette
My' -

lb. 45c
lb. 43c
lb. 53c
lb. 45c

_PORK CHOPS

FRYERS
lb

Skinless
All Meat

29c

79c

Ritz Crackers

.lane Parker

Aristocrat
4-Pak -,-

1-La.
Box

able

Ii

l5 -Oz
Cans

Es.

3cin 59‘

ji_ab,
2 39$

Soft Weve
Tissue

BISCUITS 6 riS. 47c

2Ro„.27=
Scott
Tissue

4 Honk534
Scotkins
NAPKINS

50

394

Household

YOUNG'S CRIED

•

25-Ft. Roll

Beans

27

t

FREE(

2Roll. 43°
31c

Cut Rite
Wax Paper

29c

Heavy Duty
Foil
7.11rx2.5' Roll

Ic

59

.
Wiiti An)
Purchase )

Wine, Beer
and Cidarette,

Scott Towels
PC ROLL

COKES

Reynolds Wrap

Modess
Belts

7-UF

6 :tin". 29e
.

FRLE

,

Bottle of 100 Dean's

ASPIRINS

With This Coupon and Any Purcnams
Excluding Wine, Beer or C,garetusa

ASPIRINS

COUPON GOOD THRU SATURDAY.Jjor4.

A & P FOOD STORES

WITH THIS COUPON
Prices In This Ad Effective thru Sat., Jan. 5
D-IE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY. INC.

Waldorf
Tissue

4

Grape Jelly

SMALL

43'

FL
Roll

Loaves

r

Jars

Modess
Napkins

q

39c Red Apples 6 69c
2 3'4
19c Bread
39C
49g Cherry Pie::::7c).

3c181c

35

P

19c

Lb.
Bag

Lb.
Pkg.

Crisco Shortening

NABISCO

2

2 lbs.

doz. 69e

Also Try Pillsbury Rolls and Cookies at Our Dairy Case

164

Navy
or
Ptnto

CABBAGE

Ballards or Pillsbury

Hi-Ho Crackers

Es.

Pkg,

49c

ORANGES

dexo SHORTENING ( sZe

SUNSHINE

,Pf

Lb.

ANN PAGE PURE

PORK
1-Lb.

12-0z..
Box

2 75c
2 89c
Lb.

Pkg.

LARGE

AaP's Own Pure Vegetable

Macs
Barbecue

Stack
Pack

59g

CALIF. EASY TO PEEL

2 2O

Green BeansRCute

(111 Cans07

L

All
Good
Sliced
1-113.

Full o! Juice

217

ISYC Can

Lb.

CUTS

NEW GREEN
FRESH

Town

BEEF
1-Lb.
•••••
Cs,,

CENTER

)
1-Lb.
Pkg.

Fig Bars
Zesta Crackers
_Crackers
Pard
Dog Food
L 16-0z ont

Lb.

Ba•on Super
Wieners (

STRIETMANN

16-01..
Box

Lb.
39(

FIRST
CUTS

COCONUTS
Cut-Up, Split
or Quartered

5c

7-RIB
CUT

SUPER RIGHT
I-Lb.
Thin
(
An.Pkg
LP
Sliced
Thick
41 Lb. on
07C
Sneed_ L

WHOLEI 25c

au-

thority

Whole Loin
Rib Half Loin
Half Loin
Loin End Roast

SUPER

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED

CHICAGO IliPt — The tendency
to wear heavy, often too-warm
footwear for extended lengths of
.during winter months may
lead to foot maladies, a foot
said here.
lie advises it is most important
to make daily use (of foot powder.
both on the feet and in the shoes
to help abairb excessive perspiration fram heavy or fur-lined overhnes.

;ALS

No.2.39

!
LE
PORK LOIN SA
3
QUALITY

Small 'Farms Down
the numThe rapid decrease
ber of smaller farm; during recent years has reduced the number of farm family workers more ,
than hired workers. This has occurred despite the -continued. advance toward perfection of in
chines for replacing hired labor
in a long array of tasks.
In the farm labor survey week
of Nov. r3-24 there were 6.033,000
persons working on farms. This
was 4 per eena lower than in the
corresponding week of 1961 which was-the former how mark in total
farm workers for November. Both
family and hired workers showed•
the same relative decrease in
numbers of about 4 per cent from
Jest year.
. Family workers in November
totaled 4,846,000 and hired hands
totaled 1,385,009. In terms of
'numbers, family workers made up
about 7.7 per 'cent of the entire
weirking force, which is about
usual for the month. Hired everleers this year, as usual, made up
the kirgest part of the total in
surrener months, reaching more
than one-third in July.

WINTER FOOT CARE

D $119
.

Resolve In 1963 To Save On A&P's Store-Wide Low Prices!

cent.

Winter vegetable prodUction
expected to be 4 per -ceht more
ttsan last year and 3 per cent
average.
The principal winter vegetables
include artichokes, broccoli, c-abcarrots, celery. escarole, let- tare and spinach. Principal pro.ducing states for winter vegetables
are Onliforita. Texas, Arizona,
Louisiiria and Florida.

a
c
ge

vi

BURLUN6TON, Vt. OH — If you
have small pieces of fur tucked
away in storage, you can use thern
ror fur trimmings for coats, suits
and dresses.
"Designers are using fur on
everything this season," says Mrs.
Lois Soule, Vermont Extension
clothing specialist.
By GAYLORD P. GODWIN
Simply inspect the ill:, cut out
alto
WASHINGTON (UPI) —An aver- badly worn sections and check the
age of 6,910,000 persons worked fur against the pattern you plan to
on farms during erach of the first use.
11 months of 1962, according to
the Agriculture Department's Statistical Reporting Service.
This is almost 4 per cent less
than the average number of workers on farms during the comparable period of 1961. The number
of family workers decreased about
cent and hired workers
4
3 per cent.
decrea
Cea65...,,,:c1 with averages for the
five preceding years — 1958-60—
the total number of workers in
1982 was down 10 per cent. Family- workers were down 12 per
cent and hired hands down 5 per

I

49`
49C
4W

PAGE FIVE

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

—

TIMES

FOR USE

Govemment reports show that
private industry provrties about
58 per cent of the funds iised in
research in &aid and agriculture.
States provide about 20 per cent
of the re:search funds in.food and
agncuiture, and the federal government 22 per cent. Or the government's share, the Agriculture
Department providea about 80 per
with mach agencies as health,'
education and welfare, defense,
and the Atomic Energy Commission_ ',mending the remaining 20
per cent.

•05c
39c

&

VTCRY

Cream Cheese
2,-Qz.
Pkg.

25

Pis:. '
II OC"

mot nri.Pin

Cream.Choese
pit 28
":.

35c

I
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By OSCAR FRACEV
from the mach.
liana P.Iiderstat1..ak I
"11 WI1S a nice day to play,
MIAMI MU —There were many
"
N., adding, witto* wisd
grailiCan hidoea on the firm day said
om
born
in
the
uncertainty of life in
of the year but you had to search
real hard to And anytesty better the steel mills, "sou can't te41
what'
s ahead."
11AMI frPli — Coach Paul Rear than a 19-year old from Beaver
Die Is Cast
Fak1:1..t.s
Pa
n..wt
wha
ori.looks like a Shakent hung
noel fi
i.
of the.
,...
Yet for Naincith the die is east.
prets
Alaihani"--119 Orange "
-5 1
His name is Joe Nimeth. His He's big. able, mufti-Ova and. at
s ory over Oklahoma squar
ely
19, stalles.grz.noeirit.- Basebll
a -coefld
quarterback Joe Nemeth today old nirM woria in the stettapilla
.
the athletic prohciency of be a -lure to some, because '11.to
Sooner coach Bud. Vi'llkinson 'land
the kith; framework. which Hi
Francona went up from his home
"
t
1 the Alabama hoe play eas
tuavn to major league baseb
- have bete.
..poured right there on
all
• big thing.
stardotn with the Cleveland
i
thnl
e a:nAhlatm
trail.op
etirth
ina
. wd-a
rhat's Niunath..son —
es
featthed
e doki
tlfea
r: ark,. yet, Joe Walt
on
of the New
C-1L But don't worry about it.
York Giants is from Beaver Rails
17.0, in the sun-kisiad Or-.
,
Al leant how to spell it in the
too.-And to the men of the mitt
t colaPle of
,
years,- iithelt the
footb
all
is
the
essence of the
Remember the mune because?) Bryaot at a photographer
combat which life eternally
- ofig to get Narnath'a name ihe's outs, a sophomore and in the
two vear,,5 ott. milectit_ e
—FIELDS
fers.
'TENDER
0,1 in the dressing room ailI phis' atre4!
a
left fielder in baseball,"
I flying in front of hail he coidd
he game.
be' Joe deliberate
d, realizing full well
SMOKED
se crowd of 73380. inctudiag one of the truly greet ones.
He was, as a matter of fact what diamond talent briny: on
adent Kennedj. that watched
the
open market. "But if baseball
I before clear - smoking; President
gene Tuesday should be ht- 1diaposed to quarrel with. Bry- 1/termed> and an isseinblage of interferes with spring football
73.1180 nuo-political football fanat practice, I'll have to hitg'itt base_
ics. just about as good as any- ball." .
Throws Touchdown Pass•
is basin be that way with Joe
:amath three a
rd touch- b"dY
Nemeth the kid from the'
ebuidLoo
wa"
k:10
sn pa% to Dick Williamson
44.
4,11,
sleet
in
milk. They measure you there
• first quarter to pie the Tide
Looking deceptively fragile
on
with the inflekibihty Of
your backbone.
front. then • set up the second that 184 piamits stretched mow
* And. while
he'll tell you that
re with his running and pass taut over his six foot. oneinch 1,-tatom of pro footba ll
are too
•
He was the gaine's leading. height. Namath fired a
25-yard distant
to even coneider, it is as
.- er with 86 yards. on rune of 17 ice-bre-eking Souohdown
ta one certain
as'fire and molten metal
teeire te; set up t h e seco
nd that this is the
atton Clark acored the second tr2uchslown with his
directiya--in which
aerial artis- he
is heeded.
, - name touchdown on a 15:ya
-rd try aid put Alabama in range of
Whet
her he'll make it only time
• tin the second quarter
and a capping field goal. •
will
tell. But he has a'magnificent
Davis -hooted. botta- ext
Joe didn't-boast about his
ac- jump. It came
nts ind a 19 yalti field goal
In the sun-hrapotin coniptahments as . scime might
light ,of the Orange Bowl.
• third period
have done He was worried
•
abou
t
°tunnies hurt the Sooners bad-7
1:h-e clhins`qtraP off his helmet
the worst after an impre
"I promosed it to a pal of mine
s,"
s 81-yard Oklahoma drive
tot- "he said.
HOLIDAY SPORTS SUMMARY
-mg Alabama's first score
The
-pal" is 13-year old Buster
FullJan Cs rn.kamar: soaped
thrti- BardMo, a tad in Tuscaloosa; A.ka„
In
wiled Cr.., Intern..Dowd
si the tine fur a kr)
M yard Who "actopted" the angular
Sunday, December 30
Joe
- and gogeteebjett Ron Hete
t)
. when Namatti first showed
NEW YORK ,1P0 — The Green
up atshrew to Al Burriganiner
for 55 the uthvertiity's practwe fiel d. Bea 'Packers defeated the New
-is to the Alabama %even
York • Giants, 16-7. to win- their
Buster is an .Alabama footb
.
all
Grisham Fusible' Twice
fanatic Wt10 should. i-ne day, make second stratitat National Football
Eat there the speed) Alab
ama a fine analyst of gnitiron talent League title.
:orator' hne gnashed into
tirish• For he even am's/wanted Joe
to
and he fumbled Nike. Ilopp
__ •
_
MAILANOY CITY, Pa. flifit — FRESH FI
ec
RM HEADS
• ..vered for Alabarna on
the six
He picked a winner. _
Joe &ley, 64. shortstop for sevass Grisham who fumbled
eral
again
Phila
Watc
delph
h
ia Athletic teams
Nemeth•
: long afterwant %hen
the Soupin the 1934rs, died in Locust
"Kee
had driven to the Tide's 18. A-la p your eye 'on Nanrath,"
tome coach Paul (Bear) Bry- Mountain State Hospital.
n Kearlev recosered
one ant said after humilistaig Okla
Monday, December 31
Alabama on the eraht
homa Tuesday. "In the next tWo
CHICA.G0
— Abe Soperrjant agreed that the fumb
les years you'll be hearing a icit
of the
about stein announced the
• e key breaks. - for-- Mar
team.
• American Beiskethell League.
:said that the Sooners
overall
Lade "Buster." was maybe a
.e 'terrific"
whole year' ahead of the astut
NEW ORLEANS (1111 — Chuck
le also singled out cente
e
r Lee
McKinley of St. Ann, Mo., defeat- RUSSET - 50-lb. bag
Jordan for special
praise.
Su Namath was happy when he tol Frank Froehling. 6-2, 3-6, 6-4,
. agreed with Wilki
nson that kicated the
dim strap and tucked 6-3, to win the Sagar Bowl tennis
line play was a key
factor it safely'lera-Y.
•
H little pal would tournament.
"ilkinson, whose onl) tau
loss• he happy.
a eight howl gmnes have
been
. NEW YORK.
The federal
lryant had no eacuse
but the
As tar hitimett the dark-haired "Taiverreinent announce
d that it has
arn 3 offen siv e and defensi. Joe took the game
in amide After reached tax agteements with
aLl
all, he had led Alatrarna to a 9-1 partua concerne
d with the $2Vherz you're getting beat" at record as a soph
omore. losing that million Sonny Lezbon-Floyd
Patinie Of wriminage your offense me game to Geor
gia Tech by a terson bout.in which Liston won Showboat - No. 300 can
-bad all around That about mere one point. And
r. is a stand- the heavyweight crown.
's -it up for us.' said Wilton :rig practice
at Akarima not td
take go
;sa) awto.
NEW ORLEANS ftfli — Bruce
Kidd, running fur the University
Of Toronto, set a meet record of 1000 Tablets o grain)
1317 9 in winning the 'three-nid
e
event in the Sugar Bowl track
and field
— --CHICAGO 0/P6 — Notre Dame
uproot nateinally-third-ranked
100-611, to knock the Mini
from besikettxill's unbe-aten hot.
Tuesday. January 1
DALLAS, Tex. illft — Lynn
Amedee kicked field goals
of 23
and 37 yards to lead Loute
iena MAGIC' - 25-lb.
bag
State to a 13-0 victory over Teta
.
in the Girton Bowl.
ange.

ON ALL FOODS

ft*.tiottap iat
-st5s AA".

PICNIC

11AMS

Fields
'Extib Tender

WIENERS lb. pkg, 49c PORK SAUSAGE
Lean Ground

3 LBS..

HAMBURGER

Lean Tender

11.00 STEAKETTS

an —

LAB "BACON

—
Fully Mature Choke

SACCHARIN

DO(. F001)

et —

Cut

•

T—BONE

CLUB

STEAK

11/9

991 STEAK
MARKET BASKET EARLY

•

203 Can

PEAS
KEATHY PECAN

ea

• MIAMI, Fla 44,1 — Joe
Namath.
passed arid ran Alabama
to a 17-0 -win aver Ok bhorna
before a
crowd that included
President ft
Kennedy ill..the Orange
Bowl.

PIES

s

25c

box 39c

PLAIN or IODIZED - 26-oz.
box

,

..

.

.

SALT

3

25c

BUSH'S • No. 300 Can

Spaghetti

3 25c

Instant Chase &
Sanborn - GIANT
SIZE

49°

•

ea

YEGETABLE SHOR
TENING

•

CAMPBELL'S

.

.

.

.

re . v4111111Nbillf ece.elsime tr.a....• Masa
staliaoi itaillINIUSSIIKIE1111"Sla
_
aNIIIIIIM.-e - a • vow

10

sit

CHERRY;KING,No. 303 can

ha

REGULAR

LOX

PASA,DFZIA. Calif.
them n California. the
nation's first 'Bat h
''''•ra nked teem. defeated
.Wiaronsan,
ranked No 2, 42-31,
in the Rose
Ihnol.
LUX
ROCIU lir

3 bars

213e

2 bars 27'

PRAISE
2F0R29`

-

BATH

,
LIFEBPUY

3 bars 33*

Bath

I

2 ro

Idoz. to box

25 lb, $1.89 TOMATO SOUP - - - - - - -

NiEW ORLEANS
Glynn
‘' Griti1 rbg --p-1 for 242
yards to'
lead Mereasupi to a 17-1
3 tri! uriblah over Arkansas in
.the Sugar
7 Kriel
., .•'

-

First

Fully Mature Choice

PORK & BEANS 3 19c

MARMAG1 FINALIE11)--Locre1la Arqullaa alma the
wedding band on husband Jullo's ring finger to Miami, Fla,
a to finalize their proxy marriage Tbe amenamy was perI formed while he was Bay of Pigs bread= Wawa'An Cuba.

lb. 69c

LETTUCE
O
ATOEs •1.39
9
8
c
COFFEE
OWDRIFT 3-1.13.CAN 59a
.
HERR1 Es
15•Ca.

aecnts.•

nosy

99c

HICKORY SMOKED
SUGAR CURED

29L

-

2-1h. hag

Fields
'Pure

LIFEBOUY
BAGWELL STRAWBERRY

2 bars 26'

PRAISE
2 FoR3ge

CRACKERS

-25*

Big Brother - pint

•

MAYONNAISE

• 29'

McCormick - Box of 40
TEA BAGS
:Faultless - 36-oz. box

49'

STARCH

46(

12 oz.
CHICKEN OF THE

PRESERVES

Nabisco - 1-1b. box

29

SEA

TUNA

WISK
Glint She

' ALL LIQUID
69*

2cans690

HEINZ - 14-oz.

KETCHUP

25

Red Cross - 14 oz.
SPAGHETTI

box 23'

Red Cross - 7-oz.
MACARONI

•
2 boxes 23'
OPEN FRIDAY & SAT.
NIGHT 'TIL 8:00 —

7.CKERS TAKE NFL CROWN 16-7. — New
York Giants:.'Phil King is
u tackler, -Bill Forester,
bro., • to a hat'
Green
after ickini up 4 yards In the
fir' pcilotf7,1 toe National Footb
sigue championship g roe After leavi
all
ng Yank ea ,Stattiorm with a 10-0
Kaifu gap- Mod , the Pielp
• came back to beat off a deternined
effirt tt•
trier,
1. ra-y Krah.ei'-s two second-ba
goals were.'though to protest a 16-7 victo
il
ry ailid the Packets' second
oreisecutivir

FOOD
MARKET

We Reserve The Right
to Limit Quantities
•

•
•
•
as

e•

.ki s
-esal.
9,
•
7
,
*or,445WWW-4.4,6,4•4:4-

4

4
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MIIRRAY, KENTUCKY
sofui-g'e',dtor, 6.6 cubic foot. $80.00.
j4c
Cull 753-1356.
USED SPINET PIANO, mahogany
finish, in excellent condition. May
be seen at 515 South 7th St. attar
4:00 p.m, or contact Dwane Jon.

-Wr1=1
view work in this county. This is
,
FEMALE HELP WANTED ja permanent position with salary(
MALE HELP WANTED
and expenses. Must have automoHAVE IMMEDIATE •OPEN- bile, 21 thru 58, and be interested
PYRAMID HOSPITAL AND.DISleas fur 2 women in your immed- in permanent elmployMerst. Fo r
ability Division needs a. roan in
iate area to do telephone interview personal interview, write 501 Bast
the Western Keriteclararea. Featreewarch work from your Center - Madisonville, Kentucky.
uring Guaranteed Renewable con15c
bailie. 4 hairs per day, 5 days
tracts, top commissions and bonper week. firtist have private line.
uses. Passible manager training for
Hate of pay $1.15 per hour. PerLOST & FOUND
right Marl. Write 501 East Center
sons intertvted, write Pyramid - --- 35c
- Madisonatile, Ky.
•
Box 25e- Madisonville, Kentucky
A MACK & WHITE Persj5c DOW
40.
AT ONCE, MAN 27
ian PIT 7 sionthb old. Reward. NEEDED
offer high school education,
Must
Rd.
Glendale
Ryan,
Charles
WE HAVE OPENINGS FOR 2 Mrs.
. This
15c well groomed, automobile
/tidies bo do research and inter-

99c

'NEM

•

o

wo4 New,Th rilier

KELP

WANTED

INSTRUCTION
MOTEL MANAGERS EARN
UP TO 41,000 MONTHLY
PLUS HOUSING
sten-wunaii-causie• urgently needed to
team Model Management. Short bleat...Mee taUroe nigh Shoo! saltiesHat .......asar) Full or part. taus
t
-Air /10 llitrider-Fror place•
rya. ilitarinotion write
ment
MILLER SCHOOLS

gon. Extra clean. Call PL 3-1893, scientiets.
or do not now exist; everything
13c
theortioat. And the policies of
One scientist even predicted empiloyers toward employes will
1963 4-DR. BUICK SEDAN, V-8. that by 1999, management Will
be based upon these laws.
Excellent .meehanical condition. have the seientific means of dbiBox
mi !CRAY, KY.
j5c covering the "real needs" of em•
For details call 753-1413.
The overall result of knowing
upatton.
GIV.Ing 1,60e,
em- the "laws" and of having accurate
the
not
or
whether
pboyes,
ake
FEMALE DACHSHUND PUPPY,
will be
ployes " are conscious of those detailed feedback systems"
-- 7 month old. Has papers. House
in laborneeds, and will then proceed to "a marked reduction
Business Oppor to.•••ies
broken. Telephone 75-3-3005 or
management strife," he said.
satisfy thern.
DENTAL ASSISTANTS
•
753-5543.
/5c
NEEDED
dehe
These scientific means
WATKINS PRODUCTS, INC. can
5.‘,- Irani women, age.. 1M-51:r! aa Dmtsl
scribed as "accurate, d eta ii ed
Full or sOareoliffix training.
use two men or women in our
NOTICE
Mu.shoo 'tot rieve•-..ory.
S,00l
lob
feedback systems" comprised of
F(..A CORRL
sales organizatliptl. No age limit. If
ra II Wow for atiort, ineavernev•
pSechological testing, supervisory
ar and can devote 6 to
:
you cAvn a c
4
r FREE en...104 meat nrviee. High
LOCK: GREEN ACHES TRAILER reports, and on-the-job etudies.
8 hours per day calling on our
Earning..
.lor,-.'"Tertnessee, new The satisfying will be done, added
Sales, Union.
customers, we will teach you how
1-"•.r lull information, wlthout obliga7
-without
and used mobile homes, all sizes, Dr. Alan A. McLean, "
WRITE
t on. 5
to increave your income to above
:" DAY OR N!et•sT
jan29e fostering excessive dependency or
see us befere you trade,
SCHOOL OF
average. Contact Eishee Moubray,
utilizing
without
and
NURSING
conbormity
DENTAL
area sales manager, 208 South
VAL
R. L,.-trollUNIC) CRIDER, SHOE techniques/tor manipulation or ex,
BOX 32-N
10th Street, Murray, Kentucky
14VItitAY. KY.
shaee spiecialt, is now associated
jan2c
addre141. o•runation,
With Curd and Dunn's Barber
age :mut l,lli,oe
across from College
--Shop. 504 Wirt Street.
etc apartment
campus. Call 753-2715 or 753-3938:
FOR RENT
j3c
NICE TWO BEDROOM GARAGE
_ --SAkr
FOR
Telephone
of
only.
Adults
apartment.
.
RENT BLUE 1.1.1E/IrRE ELECFRIC
ROOMS - 1 WITH TWIN BEDS 2
j3c
753-5203.
Ky.
Murray,
fur only $1 per
with:
Shampooer
1
week.
Carpet
per
each
$400
girls
DISC
CASE TRACTOR, PLOW,
/5c
Furniture.
es.
convenienc
Crass
day.
Co.oking
bed.
BEDROOM
double
Frigidaire UPTFUR.NISHED TWO
j5c Sad cultivator. $240.00.
111/-4.•
Phone -PL 3-1390.
goobers

DIRECT SALES ROUTE. NO canvassing. $72.50 plus $20 expenses
weekly to qualified man. Car and
references required. For interview
Pd. Box 482, Mayfield, Ky.
j12c
Phone 247-3905

write

TIME old
:Et4','ERiTUF!

SHERRY
BY EDNA
essa..1s.
,4 Ss.4, a,

,C
21..Oa LW& lard aia*. ow*. C.14,41

seek, we offer 4 bo 6 clefMite appointments each dey and
income from $6000.00 to $10000.00
254 - Machper eer. Write
j5c
BSC
sonvilie, Ky.
.

Learns About
Human Nature

McLean, psychiatric consultant
to the International Business Machines Corporation, participated in
a 'symposium on "the impact of
psychiatry on American tnanago2ment" at Cornell University,

participating scientists were
all professionals concerned with
how easpioy-es get along veth their
bosses and vice yeAls. Their disBy DELOS SMITH
cussions were lamely theoretical,
UPI Science Editor
but McLean made factual predic- Bustness tions of what is going to come.
NEW YORK
very good and clean condition. manaceenere is learning a gitiet
The behavioral sciences are goMatthews Trailer Sales, Hwy. 45, ,deal about human nature arel
psyj7e both employers and employes are ing bo come up with "valid
Mayfield - OH 7-9056.
profiting from the knowledge, ac- chological laws," he said. Scien1959 CHEVROLET STATION Wa- cord-mg to a group of behavioral tifically -laws" of human behavi-

HOUSE TRAILERS - 35 FT. Nashua, 2 bedrooms, $1495. 38 ft.
Stewart, 2 bedrooms $1560. 37 ft.
Luxor, 2 bedrooms, $1625. 41 ft.
Marathon, automatic washer, $2,050. Merry more as well. AN in

man we

Management

14 a* woo.. D01,.1.4

753-6363

arrovAully frit the Check out
.10•44: with subtamst•iou: sot.

"

•
25c

tot_
Thnnks
41.M _
ri . I Iflt' Wh, eugni
kl- 111
5(10 lat. di: _it
vat ia
So neir. me.. even
Watch
thoa• awdittbseU ,./Ith Sep
fth, Wirt. P- Vold .tleeth
Venn, le, • 10 • 01111 30 V0111
t1e1A), • 'lel eVe, traveler: oser
•110 14111 aittil.
nin with the
An11
duitasktk 38 -.15
11 Una :Look, _aria ,,,,,Y ou.welt
liked
I
ylay_l•
Day tri Chose
you anti AU/ folk, apProvea trotwhet- vot. 'mean to run with
that swirl crow.' that leered at
everything letent
Libby' I
•For Peter sake
aim. all of fillieLeer that shin -h
76
Wha

treat

••t•ti
"
*al/ cleft
'
Ca
"ra,
•••
•
OP
1.•
•
1110
-sari -15141
ra.o•
a - _DirthdaN
it
call
•beti.
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41111.
present In ease 57011 trOri • 50,055
flitter Nal. Cr, fart
001
osi
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Instead
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.n day.
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4140
•• 11110 4priri
Whether ot was, equally' MIS
•
caniteel 1117. froni Neg. York
vest 'meaner. consciour guilt .31 simply the
Limbs th rap*
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_Air., heal it Me. Vero
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• 1...
dui Glint ire, -az IdosseeEdith
Was twenty-five i
'When
1.11* Mang)
rw. lob -4015 • 0.11.1.0
arta
A. aeon. ..na 1111 QUI nel[ nits was supporting my mottle'
1.11anc. or rii. fatner • putting my brothel through COI
•
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will tn.,. on. ...oar get onto
lege_
kir, Aral enri. It d
Cu
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tollowee
arrive.
'All. Out you didn't nave
Side
LOW
th•
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,sr.
ke
Carlo sato Rini),
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nen (tither
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too
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latent
look.
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To
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LOCI
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ill alloy: you
I've got an appointment Would
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,risnr sari° a montn .311 condition that you mind?
nial. Herr, M•tt He nap
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sto
C4i le I
Can't
my Way stay
you stay noi
'Ftea arsenic, fun
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rtIAF'TER 6
the scum
II Urea), the.allowanee stops
6.11LI) IV El.it so nappens it is not a
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...•;._ark, went
aimong out at .he
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Inter war
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01E0%
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reu thar., ot was,
acrvs• wane, nao orought the "Late kgain I bet Sorry
to
ntor•oing cooper Inc 'the mail wai ne shruggea sitcaxl-n
wits the oreakrast L•rode, iv expecting a iruce Ir. a week Out the trattic
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She Wal• eXQIIIPIt
en moist-,
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"Anti •nuto time
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ne alaS ture am; coteries with an added
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get
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YOuf awr. mother falling you ria _lbiana No use getting
Carlos grin was sudden and
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get
1
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PEOPLES BANK

%ABU.

&-Lak

53173
50
-4
9YHERE
Z.LiVL60,
0- BRAINED
rm.. IS THAT
MOTH? AND BC

o

•

•

IT ACTS MORE UV.,
IT'S - -

A.

4

1

-

7.44

•

25c
25c

8,•
92
•

li4 rHF OCEAN ThAN ON
A PEACEFUL LITTLE STREAM
OLIVER!!

-- WHAT'S STIRRING UP
THIS OLD RIVER SCOW?

8.1

C

39c

A Pe

4(111_1!
I.

-••orwill
%wow Sr*

v

by Al Caw
NANCY
C.•-vt-M
I

DOWN

CAN'T

I.

WAS EATINa A LOLLIPOP .
WHILE I WAS SETTING
A HAIRCUT j

BARGE
SHO

BELIEVE
-AAY EYES

•-••-e
erg.i•SW.4-1/ 1-Zia-be rime, Mwelhomills,
MI

Lit.' ABNER
EVERN TN I NG'S.,
FINE AS LO\JG,
ASYCY KEEPS
BURNED
MAN TOE!!

TI-IASS A -Ci4LiCK.LE1f- LI'L
NULEARTE5T.1-Ti-4E'115'
IRVIN' TO FIND A WAY TO
5LOW TN'PLANET UP: r
EF:THEN1 DO-GIT

Nitwit

OFF!!

T HASS TH'
COMICAL PART
OF IT, KIDP"--TNEY
HAIN'T GO NOWHAR
ELSE TO GOP'

49e

46e

sTAAris
ox 23e
•
ea

23e

1.6

FRIDAY.
JAN. 4th
All

SPITS

UNCASTE.R -I VEAL INC.
IIIG STOREWIDE SAAll LE
Other
ott,
APAND MERCI44Nniqr

4 AMF
'
ry'cqu 7
ualtallha

STARTS
FRIDAY,
JAN. 4th

FURNISHINGS
••••••.•••••••••11.•••••••M•

0

. - •-oisusw...-Jar

•s••••

•
•

•
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misivammissmunimpumw
MEN'S SUIT SALE
1/3 OFP
•

REG. $29.99

3-

Our 75th. Anniversary White Sale
NOW IN
PROGRESS

Sale $20®

C.

""‘••

R6. $34.911

Sale $

$39.99

Sale

3
11

$26"

•
'f-:41k

•

CONTINUE STHROUGH

REti $45.00

Sale $30
"

ivolsole

-

sale.$40oo

.

Men's Dress Pants
11/3 OFF

SATURDAY
INNUARN
'

IA.-44r • ,
Ar
S.
111
1
111m
14

REGULAR $799 . . .

41-;

STATF

IT

PR!Df"

• S.

Sculptured
- -.-

100f( Vir ,
. rn Nylon

REGULAR 9L99
$5,99

Sale
REGULAR S9.99

Pride

Bleached

RUGS

Muslin

-7-

$6,66

Sale

redtri.aa

State

..

SHEETS

11111411 . .

Heavy State Pride

TOWELS

24x36 asst. colors - - -

$7.53
REGULAR 1112.111 . . .

—

Siiie

$3.99

Solid

or Stripes

- $
8.66

REGULAR SUMP .

81 x 94

s1.37
.•
$1.57

'
twin Fitted - - -

swig. ..
Sale

- $11.:'
!
4;

Ow.

LADIES

59c

$1.477
...7x441 assi. alors - -

$9.99

Sale
*

30
"riou..d, asst. col.-

72 x 108 -

IjouLle Fitted - -

VriiNTE.
F1

COATS SALE

x 35

LIDS,

asst. colors

- -

.50

for $1.00

State Pride Pel4blestone

--SPECIAL

Bed Spreads $7.77

Cases -

REG. S19,99

1360

State Pride Bleached

$

Percale

2

State Pride 100f; Acrilon

Extra Heavy

CANNON TOWELS

SPECIA!. „
Assorted Colors

a

,
•-

SHEETS

- REG. $25.00 -

Blankets

$7,75
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REG. $29 99
$j750

72x 108.

$1.69

Twin Sited - -
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72 x 90
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$2300
•
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Cameo Fully
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Doak Fitted, - - $1.09

11UP
42 x 381 Cases
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LADIES

289

- LADIES

S5999
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—

—
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1/2 PRICE

WINTER COATS
Now /
- Price 1
2

1005;7 Nylon

Binding

SPECIAL FOR THIS SALE

BLANKETS.
Special For This Sale!

75c #

DRESSES

BELK-SETTLE CO.

''/2. PRICE

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

1
/
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CHILDRFNs

Electric Blanket $7.75
2 Year Replacement Guarantee
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Psychologist
Will Speak
Monday Night

Development Of
Recreation Area
!aimed By TVA

Funeral services for Fred T.
Parker will be held Saturday morning at 10:30 at the Seventh and
popLw Stragt Ohurch of ('heist,
L. Mr. Parker, 42, died Wedneeday
at the Baptist Ilospieal in Mem:phis after an illness of two weeke.
. The rites will be conducted by
FRANKFORT. Ky.- •1911 - The
Dr Ralph A. Tesserteer. psyre. Paul Matthews. Burial wiN
anInsurance
elate Department of
chologist. will discuss "liting
Sinking Spring Cemetery.
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Churchill Funeral er. and instructor. He received has
The' Max
Bees. a Democrat from Pulaski. Congress.
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By ALVIN SPIVAK
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to Murray State College in 1959.
PALM BEACH. Fla 11111
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ger ears was the heel in the s-tate
The talk is being sponsored
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High,
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The traffic toll on Kentucky
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Look Into
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By LYLE C. WILSON
There is a simpler, more in. appoint a '
,ono WASHINGTO.N -LT? - The Ag- from the National Tobacco Indusslant questione. Who started the '
United Press International
'The °wide:thirty Civic Asset of a Community is the
riculiure Depart/nail haa.fo;.ecast try' Advisory Conunittee to work
WASHLV-LTON UPI
A U. S. fighting of last week and last
Ir.legrity of its Newspaper"
,e.garette con.suroptain in. the Uni- with the Department to review
What are the schooling needs
Senate inquiry into the messy pre- weekend i•n tlae Oango? The Unit&
youngsters
older
Vote
these
As
ted B(ates will show a -.modest grade :standards, inspection regu- for mentally retarded children?
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ed Nations absolves itself of this'
should be even sent and darkly-clouded future of
gain- in 1963 over the $.10 billion lations. and grade price Supports -The schooling needs for men- their 'education shou
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- In .1962. an estimated 62i mil- sicierably, depending u
takei to impose a Congolies po- by information from other sources,
available
should
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to
in 1992 at a record lion pessons amok ed cigarettes amount of retardation and Whe...!
including the U. S. State Departi-ssts program of %P.-rational testing litical settlement by force of arms. ment.
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-No such inquiry is like if the
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that since 1955 .the number of • Many communities have pre- of abnfties the
of succeSs. It the Congo.continues American, British and other cor•
n:es. more than 31
'went • mile "smokers increased by .about school k.ndergartens geared for re...mon has and what he may best in disorder, however. there will respondents in Elisabetheille alotdo
• Puerti itic*0 and other U-Eil 4} m.lhon. and female sinekers the retarded. In such a program
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be questions asked and need for gainst U. N. censorship of their
He then can be given instrucI .He
if' el.
o'-incls, and 23.3 billion were sola probably around 7 million.
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The Department said that while
He also
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Farm prices,at the start of the take ifupervision f r ii m 9114ne.me, Eventually.
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king asked arx. these,
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obtaining. a peaceful Congo, oftIS
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NORTH FORK NEWS Human Being

lay

scientist concluded.
ship. Is purely cuhural, he said. i•heir
In addreasing the annual meetOne kind "is the Viet.; that lux- cultures tell them "more and beting of the American Association uries of modern, affluent, mech- ter about the kinds and degrees
for the Advancement of Science
.
. araized souresty are making glen .of suffering that are inflicted on
-ire blamed two kinds of "prop- soft, both physically and mentally,men than about the ability of the
aganda" for making many Amen- and leaving them progressively
car's and other citizens of the less adeiteld to enduring hardship. ordinary human being to remain
Western World doubtful of their A considerable proportion of our more or leas intact through the
ability to maintain their physical population, I believe, suffers froiin suffering." As a result they misand uroutional integrity in the some guilt about their 'softness..." takenly doubt their ability to enface of severe and prolonged hardThe other kind of "propaganda" I dure suffering.
PHILADELPHIA VD —Investigative science today turned in- a
favorable report on the human
being, revenant a long-time trend.
• •K
For centuries science has chal***
lenged the exaggerated opinions of
*diresz*
The War for the Union 1861-65 in Pictures
homo sapiens concerning his own
Merits.
F.arlier in the war, punishment et AWOL
The Union Army and.,.Navy
But today a scientist reported
totalled 914.191 as of Jan. I,. offenders who were caught was amazingly
that capacity of the human being
light: But by the winter of 1862 433, harsher
1863. Of these, 8,987 -officets and 2511,073
to "take it" has been grossly unenlisted men were reported absent from • deterrents erre common. Capital sentences
derestimated. Albert D.,Bndermon
Were given SO deserters fool( Army of the
duty.
spoke of Americans speoifically.
Potomac in 1563. find 21. of these were shot.
Many had authorized leave for C' istmas
If need be they'd be able V(
ahanwhile•recreiting fell off, and Lincoln
visits and a high percentage were
enture much more hardship than
had to resort to a gineral draft.
wounded. A considerable nund.rer V,ere
they now believe they could en.--CLARK li1NNAIRD
AWOL.
dure, he said.
Mclennan based himself on his
(wen years-lung studies of the behavior of prisuners-of-War and inmates of concentratiim camps,
particularly American captives of
the Communists in the Korean
War . Whet rn eat of these captittes
endured was a tribute to the human spirit even though a relatively few did creek up, this
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by Mrs. R. D. Key moire in the home of Mrs. Ella
-Morris on Christmas Day were
Mr. and Mrs. George Jenkins, Mr.
adr I Mrs. Morris Jenkins, Tommy,
latike and Kenny, Mr. and Mrs.
Milford Orr end son Terry, Mr.
and Mrs. Ornate Paschall, Mr. and
Mrs. Rudolph Key, Bro. and Mrs.
Warren Sykes and Susan. Mr. and
, Mrs. &nylon Morris and Gaylon
H., Mr_ and Mrs. Firalph Gettimore,
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke,
• Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Vandyke from
• Memphis, Bro. and Mrs. Terry
Silas and children Latina Dens,
',try Lynn and Steve, Mr. and
Mrs. Glynn 'Orr and Glynn Mor.11,4. Mr. and Mrs. Odie Morris,
and Mrs. Doyce Morris and
son D9arid from Murray and Edith
Leffler from Paris.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Wilson visited Mrs. Ella Morris Christmas
Eve.
Those in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Carnol Boyd Chnietntas Day
w..ere Mr. and Mrs, Bun Welkern, Mr. and Mrs. Was-anon Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Orr and Judy,
Mr and Mrs. Terry Wiaon and
children, Mr and Mrs. Vester
Paschall and son, Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Paschall and children,
Mr and Mrs. Phillip Wynn and
and Mrs. Ludic, lafalray.and chtlNancy, Mr. and Mrs. James Brandren were supper guests of Mrs.
t/On and children, Mr. arid' Mg.
Marthra Paschall and family
L. B. Duncan and daughter, Jimday night.
mie Spann and Joyce Peached].
251r. and Mrs. Milford Orr and
rMe. and Mrs. "Hugh Pactiall
Terry, Mr. and MrsoMurriseJenand girls Marilyn and Carolyn
kins and sons were dinneljoeSts
spent Christmas Day with tr.
of the George Jenkins Sunday.
and Mrs John Welber.
Charles "Botch" Paschall from
Mr and Mrs. Morris Jenkins
Nashville spent the holi,days with
attended ripen house at Mr. and
his parents, Mr. and kin' Charles
•
Mrs. William Covert Monday
Paschall.
night.
Mr. and *. Omen Paschall
Mr. and Mrs. Hope Key, We.
and Bro. and'- Mrs Vaden visited
and Mrs. Buddy Johnson, Lynn,
Mrs. Ellha Morris Sunday afters.
Lee and Elizabeth of Lubbock, noon.
ernes. Iris Key, Marion from °triMr. and Mrs. F2doe l•aiicington
ce, Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Key
"Departure for the War," a tearful scene, eas popular print in 1862.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Tell Orr
and Senn of Hazel. Mr. and l*s.
&India y night.
Jessie Key were supper guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr ChristInas Eve.
Mr. Arhn Paschall had supper
evening for Mr.
110 Cbrigtrnas 'Day
end Mts. °the! Paechall, Mr. and
Mrs Adrolphue Paschall, Mr. and
Mrs. Max -.Paschall and son, Mr.
and Mrs. Lucile Malray and chitMr. and Mrs. Hilcired Pas('en.
•
&hall, Mr. and Mrs. Resta Orr'
and children, and Mr and Mrs.
Gerald Paschall and Terry Lynn.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Nance and
children spent Tuesday with Mr.
and Mrs. Lois Lamb
Mr and Mrs Clayton Lamb,
and Mr. and Mrs. Lois Lamb and
family were supper guests of Mr.
- by /DM O'SULLIVAN
and Mrs. Billy Nance Wednesday
OOKING for some easy-do
night.
Ideas for holiday enterThose spending Christmas Day
taining! You'll ftral them
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. One
here, for today's column Is
Kuyitenriall were. Mr. and Mrs.
devoted to a varlet of treats
Ruben Fletcher and 5,4E. Mr. and
that truest. can 2151711 WainMrs. Tellus Orr and aone, Mr.
'elves. •
—and Mrs
Nathaniel Orr and
For anc-ks we've Three
; daughter. Mrs Ina Paachall, Donflavorful dips that are easy
" me Paschall, Mrs. Lula Orr, Mr.
to make.
and Mrs. Rule Spann, Mr. and
Math Dish
Mrs One Key, Mr. and Mrs Billy
As a main dish, we suggest
Wilson and baby, Mr. and Mrs.
Spanish Rice and Shrimp. It
jperrtis Key and air's. Mr and Mrs.
can be prepared in the top
\Nester .Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Verskillet of your chafing dish.
gil
and Mrs. Harold
using safe controlled canned
Kuykenstail r4 Chicago.
heat under the dish. To adapt
Mrs. Iva Paschall had Christthe range of heat, simply admas dinner on Wednesday. Those
just the chafing dish burner
present WeIC Mr. and Mrs. Orie
cover.
Kusitendall, Me and Mrs. One
In tits way of liquid refresh"! Key. Mr. and Mrs. Haney Kuyments, Fresh Carus Toddy,
kenslall and Detibie Kuykendall,
served hot from a punch
Mr. arid Mrs. Vergil Potachall, Mrs.
bowl, is an inspiration. It hits
4)yrra Orr and Regina, Mrs. Tellus
the spot on a cold day and
Irr.
it, too, needs no serving.
Supper -guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Guests can just dip right in!
Ruben Fletcher Wednesday night
fiPA.•iISH RICE AND
were Mr. and Mrs. Tell Orr and
SHRIMP
eons, Mr and Mrs. Nathaniel Ott
I(1034 os.) can con' and slaughter, Mr. and Mrs. Rilfe
densed tomato soup
Strunn, Mr and Mrs. Billy Wilson
1 c. water
and baby. Mr. and Mrs. One
Juice of ta lemon
Ktolteridall arid Sylvia, Miss Lin% to % se. sherry
da Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Dame
Stem.
SERVE-VOCRSELP ripper is ideal for holiday entertainIne The main dish, Spanish
1 pkg. Spanish rice mix
Kuykensitill, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Rice
and
Shrimp, is served from a chafing dish. Canned heat keeps the shrimp hot..
C. heavy cream
easschall and children; Mrs. Iva
134-lbs. shrimp, cleaned
ilJaschaU. and Mr., and Mrs. Junior
and split lengthwise
Bring to boil In covered chafbove from direct heat
ICtiyiteridoll sad sons.
Stir in curry powder, soup
% tap. mace
ing dish skillet over direct and place covered -chafing
Mr. and Mrti. R. D, Key visited
mix and water. Cover, let
Dash of cayenne
heat. Add packaged Spanish
dish on' chafing dish stand stand 10 to 15 min.
BrooWe rren Sykes' Thursday
% c. slivered toasted
rice mix, scream, shrimp, over water pan containing
Stir in sour crzam; heat to
night
almonda
mace, and cayenne. Continue hot water. Let stand for 20. boiling. Keep hot 'oiset cern,Mr. and Mrs. Onion Paschall
C M bin* soup, water, to cook, covered, over me- min. or until rice and shrimp warmer or electric skillet
vnited Mrs. Herbert Ross WtZ.r.
Menem julc• iind sherry. dium heat tor 6 to 8 mm.
areo tender,. Garnish with alServe as dip for chicken
nesdiay afternoon. Mr. Ross was
monds.
chunks, shrimp, lobster meat
earned to General Tiecental in
Makes 6 to 8 servings.
or fried scallops.
Paris, Tuesday afterrxxm. RI( conMakes 2 C.
FIESTA DIP
dition .is gall serious.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Olive of
HERB GARLIC DTP
1 pt. cottage.cheese
T'adpc-ah and Coy Kuykendall vis% c. tomato sauce
1 env. tomato soup mix
ited Herbert Roo Sunday aftertbsp. chopped parsley
tsp. garlic salt
1 4-434 oga can minced
.noop.
2 tsp. oregano
ripe olives
Mo. and MAT Vaden visited
1 pt. dairy !sour cream
1 tsp. Worcestershire
the R. n 'km Wednesday night
Stir first three ingredients
sauce
after prayer nasett ng.
Into sour cream. Serve with
Combine cottage cheese and
potato chips or crackers
Mr. and Mrs. R. 13. Key and
tomato sauce in blender or
firs and Mrs. Wetren Sykes and
C/THCS- TODDY
put through sieve to make
Susan tlated Charlie Wicker's and
1 c sugar
cheese curd; finer. Stir in reJack Key Saturday in Faiducah..
1 c. brown sugar
...-. -.meaning Ingredients. Refrigerin Mrs. Elta Morris and Ziporia,
1 (3 in.) stick cinnamon.
ate 1 hr. or longer to blend
and
alr.
Mrs. George Jenkins. Mr.
crumbled
flavors.
and Mrs Morris Jenkins, Tummy,
12 whole cloves
DIP
Mike and Kenny, Mr. and Mrs.
1 qt. apple cider
Gaykrn Morn, and .Gaykin H.,
.4 Map. butter or
2 c. fresh lemon Mice
Mr.. and Mrs Ralph Gallimore,
margarine
3 c. fresh orange juice
1 c. finely chopped apple,
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr and
1 qt. water
unpeeled
Glynn Mairris were dinner guests
California lemon slices
14
C
:
ininced
terry
of the Ortran Pwliatls lEkituniny.
In large saucepan, com2
tsp.
curry
powder
Supper guests were Mr. and Mrs.
bine sugar. brown sugar,
3 thirp onion sone mix
cinnamon, cloves and apple
Herbert Orr and the R. D. Keys.
I. c. belling water
cider. Bring.to Wit, then
Arlin Paschall, Mr. and Mrs.
I c. commercial sour
simmer 6 min. Strain.
htri Paeohall Mr. and Mrs. Gercream
Odd _citrus
Juices
and
lid Paschall and son, Mr. and Mrs.
In shucepan. rnclt butter
water; heat isere hot from
HiJdreel Paschall. Mr. and Mrs.
Hunt's roods. Inc..
or margarine, saute apple and. punch bowl, garioshed with
&rasa Orr and girls Karen and
CRACKERS AND Fleet&
made with tomato sauce
celery until very soft. 10- to Ieninn slices Makes'Ir
Carolyn and Charles Guthrie. Mrs.
and cottage cheese, are server9 with hot Citrus Ti
.
.?dcly.
19 mm. '
cup ICI rings.
Clara Wicker and son Ancil, Mr.

•
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14-0TICE
POSTAGE COSTS WILL
GO UP JANUARY 7th.

In TIME TO COMPARE YOUR MAILING COSTS
WITH THE COST OF A REGULAR NEWSPAPER
ADVERTISING PROGRAM TAILOED
FOR YOUR BUSINESS!

7i-

L

/slue Of

5
.

-4 o

Ar you .7etng
1-ueiness"? Profit dollars
are dollars that are rung up alter those regular fixed
costs are reached. Man your advertising carefully this
year with newspaper as your primary'media and you will
find, like thousands of other successful businesses, that
bigger sales can be obtained. it is time to say NO to those
expensive frills where no effective merchandising can be
accomplished. You'll build a better community by taking
N'Olir OWN ADVICE . . . -SHOP IN MURRAY.What would an ad the size of a post card cost to run
once a week with regular changes in copYrFrow math
tO\reach a customer?

You can reach 9 homes with your
advertising for less than one cent!
You can run an ad the size of a post card (see below)
for approximately $3.50 per run.

This is an ad ti7e size of a post card ... it would
cost you SI20.00 in - postage alone to' reaqh as
many families as a Ledger ad of this size, or any
1

•

size reathes, daily, Of course, you have printing
and handling costs1 added with direct mail. mak7
ing you overall cost more than 30 times as _much
is

as a newspaper ad for the same size.

SUCCESSFUL RETAIL BUSINESSES ACROSS THE NATION SPEND MORE THAN
85e OF THEIR ADVERTISING DOLLAR IN THEIR LOCAL iiEWS-PAPER. THEY
HAVE CONSISTENTLY DONE THIS FOR OVER 20 YEARS. THERE IS MORE
MONEY SPENT IN NEWSPAPERS THAN IN-ALL OTHER MAJOR MEDIA COM1911fEro THERE- MUST BE A REASON'.... THERE

Newspapers Sell
CALL 753-1916 - ask for a representative to call on
you now and show you how to use the Ledger for greater
sales and profits in the New Year.

The LEDGER&TIMES
SERVING OVER 3,000 FAMILIES
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Quick Coiffure Changes
With The New Demi-Wigs

Fascinating Flatterers
•

„
l
e ir
71/444

110
sitotai

jets,55,

t

ofikaandt'isonstr
steledi
ls th
ofeenlery
ze nelA
wfrp
ND—
aperThis
tabloid-aFtEVE
a fee
N'
ngeTta
li llOb
Ril
ourSiTpa
lag Newspaper Guild members came up with as the strike
passed its fourth week. It in not officially connected with
Guild, but the 10,000 copies were the first papers Clevelanders saw in a month. other than suburban and out-of-town,
and they were gobbled up quickly.

ATTENTION
'Velvet band to attain a
BANGS AK): SNAeht:13 on
different hairdo. The fringe tomes in' all hcir colocs
By SUSAN BARDEN
ON MARSHALL. noted for
' his beautiful veit hists has
come out with a new and dedelightful innovation.
These, are little wigs made
of real or , synthetic hair
shaped in five-inch 'triangles.

D

A BLOM) HAYS piece trimmed with a black velve( and
Thiallit.0110 ribbon is wan 1.•• ills real hair pulled bac.ie

Glamoroi
:retases
The hair pies snap On tC
tiny combs wtsich can be concea!ed fuly 'Place on, the head
and have ribbon, jewel or fur
trims that resemble glamorous heddresses.
The impressive high hairdos,
so popular for evening festivities, are accomplished at a.
moment s nutice by the addi-

WHY HO ON PAYING RENT MONTH AFTE
MONTH, YEAR AFTER YEAR, WHEN IT 1

Much Variety
Sopie of the tiny wigs can
be,Iised to give dark hair
s eakt of •blond or gray.
thers make an over-all frostetfect. And there are
angs wigs and wigs that are
able to convert a sleek- cod
into a bouffant.
So they really serve the
same purpose as the currently
popular alhover wigs, while
being mach easier to wear
and much less exper.a..ye.

Social Cossoca.

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Lee Stonei-Mrs. Pete Farmer.
•.•
arfcr-daughter, Naficjr, of Kingsport. Term., left , Sateedey after _ Jerry Don Neale, son of My.
. a visit with his parents, Mr. and and Mrs. Bryan Neale, underwent
Mrs. Fred Stone. Mr. and Mrs. surgery at the - Murray Hospital
Eugene Stone' of 9t. Louis, Mo., last week and is now improving.
•••
were also hohday• guests.
•••
Mr" and Mrs. Fred Saunders of
Mr. and Mrs Weele Purdom Jr., Chattanooga. Tenn., and Miss LaICucerarna Drive, are the parents me,Saunders of Cincinnati. Ohio,
of a eon, Wells HI, weighing six Were the guests of their paretits,
poUnds eleven ounces, burn on Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Saunders.
• •
. Sunday, December 16, at the MurMr. and Mrs." B. J. Saunders
ray Hospital. The grandparents
_
Ire Mr . and !sirs. Wells Purdom and _chikiren of Savannah, Ga.,
Sr., and Mr. and Mrs. Nix Craw- were the holiday guests of their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rails Saunford.
• •.••
ders and Mrs. Skip Neale.
•••
Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. HumMr. and Mrs. Eugene AlibriRen
phreys of liodgenvele were the
holiday guests of her parents. Dr._ and cheitiren of Oaten Rouge, La.,
arid Mrs. H. C. Chiles, Elm Street were the holiday guests of their
Mr. Htuneihreys is the aseuciate mothers. Mrs Rudy Allbritten and
pastor of the First Baptist Church Mrs. Skip Neale_
•••
lof Hocigeneelle and Mrs. Humphreys does private is._. ho leachang.
• ••
,
.
Mr. and Mts Sam Cialtenf
spent the holidays with their
daughter and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Brooks and children, Ca-'
Miss Arms 9fory's home WIt'S
thy and Doug, of St. Louis, Mu.
•••
the scene of the meeting of the
Cffis Auxiliary
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Falwell,
Murray Route.Two, are the per- the West Fork Baptist Church
of a eon, Timothy Allan. -held on Thu rsdey, December 27.
The president. Miss _Ann Higw
'
seven pounds.14i ounces; born on Monday, December gifts, .called the meeting to order.
The Christmas program w a s
17. at tbe Murray Hoelsital. T114'
have one, other child, a daughter, presented with Mies Sharon
Jill Denise. .ake 3. The grand- program chairman, in charge_ She
parents are Mr. and Mrs L. B. was essiettei by Misses Higgins,
_Falwell erf Murray and Mr. and _Story, and Fay Lamb. A film on
Mrs. Ira Smith of Farmington. rniesion %mirk in Asia was also
Mr. and Mrs. Arvie Williams of :Mown.
Following the pmgratn a Christ• Murray are the paternal great mas party was Jsalet arid refresh.
grandparents. Mrs. La Adams ut
Ihetrnh- - Mich., and Mrs. Esther merits were served.
Smith of Coldwater -are the MaOthers present were Misses Sue
ternal great cendmothere.
Hucicarby. J -an Riley, Linda Bell,
••
Marsha Burpoe, and Kathryn BeaMr. and Mrs. Pat Darnell and man, Mrs. Evelyn Palmer, • Rev.
eon, Kevin, M Royal - Oak, Mich.,
and Mrs. R. J. Burpoe.
were the holiday guests of their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Solon MCneil and Mr. and Mrs. Butie Wele
.
drop.

Miss Anna Story
ostess For West
Fork GA Meeting

•

•

START

E NEW YEAR

,

Mr end Mr/. Edgar Merrell and
Y., and David, left
children, leath.
Wedntedas fir their hornesie. Rock
Estand, DI.. alter..a yeti( weth their
parents, firr. and Mr= Alvin Ifetrell and Mr. ajqd Mrs perman
Par91-1 •00).)Miprosistg
'csiftrati 11t,
'13,r siker daughter. 741411.
Stokes of Camden. Tann, was
here with her mother for a week
during her critical illntere.

By,

ansi
Mr. arid Mrs 130h
children. Bruce and Susan. of
Ala.,.were•the helidey
,
guests if their perents. Mr. and
• I,ryd he.1, *z,iser 1.•r. a.saa

If you have a job you can purchase yd
home with payments up to 1/5 of- ye
income with as little as $500 down-p
closing,c0at of Approximately $350. If
are a farmer, you can purchase your ON
farm with. 30% down and as long as
years to par-Payments would be less th
rent on the same place.
ROBERTS REALTY ALWAYS HA:
A NUMBER OF GOOD LISTINGS,
such as the ones listed below:
A LARGE THREE BEDROOM BRICK HOUSE
located at 210 Woodlawn. Has large living room, dit
room, kitchen. utility and garage. Located only one bl
from Carter School and two blocks from College Garai

• ••

Tuesday, -.termer-5r Ste
The Ft rat Methodist Church
Woman's Soci e-ty of Christian
Service will hold its regular meeting at the cenirch at 10 a m. with
the executive board at 9 am.
Members pleeee note change in
date.
•• •
Groups of the First. Christian
Church CWP will meet at 230
pen, as follows:
Mrs. Gregg
Miller and U. with Mrs. Otry
Preetrell Meeaberd note change in
date,
• ••

A NEW 3 BEDROOM BRICK ON NO. 19th
Has large stone fireplace, storm windows and doors.
lot with city water and sewer. l) you are looking f
real buy, look this one over.
A

VERY GOOD BUSINESS BUILDING AND
FIXTURES
well located end priced to sell.

um

A MODERN HOUSE AND 3 ACRES OF
with stock barn, tobacco barn, chicken house. smoke Ia.
tool building—ill for only $4800. The buildings miff
be replaced for twice this amount.

The Jessie Lietwiek Circle of
the College Presbyterian Church
will meet with Mrs. Charlie Crawford at 1:30 pin. Note change in
date.
•••
T h e Paris Road Homemakers
Club will meet ists the home of
Mrs. Leita Roberteirn at 1 pm.

EXTRA GOOD 140-ACRE FARM, Well Penc
modern house. grad• "A” dairy barn, on paved road,
acr• tobacco base. 2 good tobacco barns, every acre of
is in high 'state of cultivation.
SO-ACRE FARM WITH GOOD 4-ROOM HO
only 5 years old. Good land, good fences. Most of
sowed down. On good road. Priced to sell at $12,250.

•••

The Ruby Nell Hardy Circle o41,
the First Baptist Church WM
will meet with Mrs. Philip Shelten at 7:30 pin.
•
• • •

The West_ Hemel Homemakens!
Club- will meet in the hdme of
Mrs. Joe Hal Starks at one o'eldak.
-

Of The Allliew

KUT'N !CURL
BEAUTY SHOP-

c WE HAVE SEVERAL GOOD -BUILDING LO
With city sewer and water, ranging in price from $12.
113250. lf interested in a puilding lot, let us show you

If You Have Property
Sell, or Are
-The Market to Buy, It Will Pay Y
To Srie or Call
HOYT ROBERTS - JIMMY RICKM
or RAY ROBERTS at

South Side Shopping Center
• ALL OPERATORS LICENSED COSMETOLOGISTS •

owe

DEPOSITS INSURED

Friday. January 4th
The Grace Wyatt Mete. of the
College Presbyterial) Church will
meet at the Mime of Mrs. Alfred
Lindsey at 9:30 a.m.
•• •
Monday, January 7th
The Kathleen Jones Circle of
the First Haptia Church YAMS
will meet at the Marne of Mrs.
Stan/lord Andrus at 7:15 pen.
•••
The Lottie Moon and Annie
Armstrong Mattes of the Firsti
illigglgt Church WI% will not hold
its regular meeting but will meet
with the general W'MS on third
Tuesday evening.

FORMAL OPENING

• ••

Mr. -and Mrs. Hamlet Cannedy
andllaughter, Phygis Ann, of Alton,' Ill.. were the ittle.iv Year's
weekend guess eS Mp. Cannedy's
partials, Mr. and Mrs. Burie Wade
drop.
•••

A SAVINGS ACCOUNT

SO EASY TO OWN YOLI
OWN HOME?

GRAY STREAKS are atide 1 to the hair by a tiny wig
attached to a vc:vti Land trimmed with fake jewels.

PERSONALS

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen PLaxs 3-4947'

111

RENTERS

tion of one of these And they
gtve the hair an elezrntly arrangtd look regardless of its
condition underneath.

••••

Clara Orr

Eulala St. John
Canady

•

Let our staff of skilled stylists work their magic on you.
Look lorlier than ever . . . your heir, your crowning glory.
PERSONALIZED SHAPING - EXPERT COLORING -

•••

Tel. 753-1651

Yor Real Estate Needs

SOFT-LOOK PERMANENtS
CALI. TODAY
NTM EN. I
avow 11•• •••••••.•••••••••••••■•

505 Main

We Are Always Happy To Talk To You
Abse
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and Mrs. Vernerd Vaughn a•ere
.NOW YOU KNOW
Monday viaitors of Mrs. Vaughn,
Mr. and Mrs. Max Wallace and
Mrs. Gladys Sanders were Monday
By United Prbss International
night visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Although the ancient abac s
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Sanders
Rupert Sanders. Mr. and Mrs. Jim- considered the oldest
instru ne
have sold their farm and moved to
Tuesday
Linda
were
and
my Alton
for mechanical calculating
North Puryear. MT. Perry frown
Mrs.
Sanders.
of
and
Mr.
visitors
first real calculating machint JL
Robinson -County bought the farm
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Banks and invented b‘ the French Onto op:1and moved to it this week We
of Lone Oak were Tuesday er itlac,.
.1.
:cordwish to welcome him to the com- son
v,sitors of Mr end Mrs. Max We.- ing to the Encyclopeula kirit.ar.nycs.
munity.
,and Mrs. Sanders.
,
Rate of pay $1.15 per hour. Per- and expeneee. Must have auSomoMr. and Mrs. Mason Freeland lase
The devices of Pascal used waet Is
I
FEMALE HELP WANTED 1 sons interested, write Pyramid - bile. 21 thru 58, and be interested
Mai. Howard Iiiirean visited Mrs.
of Camden visited with Mr. and
I
F0R
mounted in boxes, with furu
afternoon.
Alton
Tuesday
Pinny
' Box 254 7 Madieonville, Kentucky in permanent employment F o r
Mrs. Herbert Alton and daughter
and
in a sight-hole in the
Oliver
appearing
Truman
Mrs
and
WE H.ekVIE IMMEDIATE OPENMr.
15C-Lpersorial interview, write 501 East
for a whale last Thursday afterLOOK: GREEN ACRES TRAILER CASE TRACTOR, PLOW, DISC
info fur 2 women in your irranedfamily have bought the old Ken- cover.
Center - Madieonville, Kentucky.
noon.
Sales, Union City, Tennessee, new and cultivator. $240.00. Frigidaire
hide Wet to do telephone interview WE HAVE OPENINGS FOR 2
Mr. and Mrs. 1Bob Marquess and neth Vaughn farm and moved to It.
j5C and
used 'mobile homes, aN sizes, refrigerator, 8.6 cubic foot. $80.00.
end research weak from your ladies to do research and interof Florida visited her
daughter
see us bellore you trade.
jan29c Orill 753-1356.
}9c
home. 4 hours per day, 5 days view work in this county. This is
parents, Mr, and Mrs. Ben Grubbs,
MALE HELP WANTED
per week. Must have private line. a permanent position with salary •
R. L. (CHUNIC) CRIDER, SHOE LSE!) SPINET PIANO, Mahogany during the holidays.
.11.10011110.
wiess............-...........-......................'
Tommy Walker is atilt in GenCROSSWORD PUZZLE A"-""“""'
PYRAMID HOSPITAL ANT) DIS- shine sisacialiert, is now aesociated finish, in excellent condition. May
eral Hospital. We he-n& he will
ability Division needs a men in with Curd and Dunn's . Beater be seen at 515 South 7th St. after
8- Worship
ACROSS
MOW 010060 W55
-Spa ii
-- JSC 400 p.m, or contact Dwane Jones. soon be able to be back home.
1-Grefulfy
the Weetern Kentucky. area. Feat- Shop, 504-Main Street.
RAM 010003 JUM
10- AR irrnistive
Mr, and Mrs. Lelon Burton of
of
,ireaas
4-1
j8c
11- Worm
uring Guaranteed Renewable conOMMOOM 011117U3U
skin
Michigan visited her parents Mr.
--11-Maui
MOM On
II-Advancetracts, top commiseions and bon- RENT BLUE LUSTRE EILECIIRTC
Raises
leNaFT.
and
Mrs.
Payton
35
Nance
du'r'ing
HOUSE
TRAILEIVLe
Die
Carpet
for
per
MW.IM UMO M000
Autinpooer
only $1
20-ThrIv•
uses. Possible manager training for
a Ithout
ft.
38
$1495.
the
bedrooms,
holidays.
2
NWOMONOW0
shua,
MOM
Declare
day.
Crass
j5c
drawing
right man. Write 501 East Center
_ Furniture.
p-ConamernorOM LIMO 0MO 00
Rev. and Mrs. Torn Brown and
Stewart, 2 bedrooms $1550. 37 ft.
opponent
disk
&dye
j5c
- lAadieentrille, Ky.
301219dOMMO =10
(tennis)
Luxor,.2 .bedroorns, $1625. 41 ft. family had Sunday dinner with
L3-Periods of
LOST & FOUND
12-Pruit drink
@MU M1310 MOM
time
bike
92,and
Chnsmari
Julia.
washer,
automatic
13-31olutied
Marathon,
NEEDED AT ONCE, 114.AN 27 - 40.
3E/ 005U
U-Growing out
14 -Things. In
Mr. .ind Mrs. Rupert Sander*
050. Many more as well. AN in
of
DOOGNO omen=
Must offer high school education,
taw
36.1'itisen of
LOST A BLACK & WHITE'Pers- very good and clean condetion. visited her mother, Mrs. Vaughn,'
-Tangled
I1'2
16
0ommol Onq
well greekneed,, automobile. This
Rome
17- Waterwheels 28 Symbol
ian cat 7 months old. Reward. Matthews Troller Sales, Hwy. 45, in Murray Sunday afternoon.'Mr.
Ogg oimem uom
for
hill
man we seek, we offer 4 to 6 defII-Stocky
m
ieih ii riu
Mrs. Charles ftyan, Glendale .Rd. 'Mayfield - CH 7-9086.
j7c
20. Peeled
inite apPointments each clay and
39- Having Wel
21. Merganser
47- ilhorieStienie
j5c
32 -Part of
40- Rumen
'401
income from $6000.00 to $10800•00
CARD OF THANKS
23-7 eat onto
48-i'..,it)ars
fortle, tton
isolet rat*
GROCERY BUSINESS,
deity
mother
42- In lilosic,
141-A .tete,
deep
our
express
wieh
per year. Write Box 254 - Madito
We
24- Ardent
49-Cheer
fixtures, 32'x40' building, with
tab',
high
57-Spread for
sonville, Ky.
appreciation to our many wonder60- Brood of
25-Chopped
44- Fronts
living quarters, established since
drying
sheeraste
finely
45-Employer
fol friends who aided us in any..
IS Jog
r
St
1947. Oall 753-3829.
ilOP
46 Cnehlon
II -11 tildes
30-City In
way during the recent illness and
-4 OLP *ANTED
I
Nevada
of
and
otrr
death
hustatinj
beloved
31-Paid notice
_ .
"BY OWNER, BUSINESS BUI1131 2 3 'ile2 4 11111111151101111 10.
32- Argues
ins. Bose locution. CTitaS the street father, Rev. A. G. Childers. allay
DIRECT SALES ROUTE:NO can34- Part or
unfor
Lord
bless
your
you
the
from Thurman Furniture, next to
vasaing. $72.50 plus $20 expended;
35.1 ,orot SOCALI•
iinieSpa_l_pang test. Now leased setrfirth service, which helped so
wreirlyear aleratieted -mem
217 ti.V.D104
se-air ltifittetr--nr
11111
WITC:8to Main Street Cafe, bringing in muzit to -Fa
references required. For interview
written •
4'6*
:•:•
,
446;6711
good investment on sale price. See row.
write P.O. Box 482, Mayhelci, Ky.
0.04.00
39-Skip over
VMS
The Family
ti-Man•s
X :447.ii.
'.••
Baxter Bilbrey, patine 753-5617,
j17x
Phone -247-390R.
nickname
it.
j7c
nights 753-125'L
ilia
43-sole? disk
•11Mill
:
:: 73
t::
41-1...oweet point ili n
MAN OR WOMAN. SCHOOL M211
46-Csoutchouc
ii:1:1Auuu
1953 4-DR, BUICK SWAN, V-&
home coordinating work. Ten to
tree
.: 34
.1.1
.0.
0
.
44-Ouilne
EitZellerst mechanical condition.
thirty hours a wetst - school,
FOR CORRECT
PRAYER TIME IN RED CHINA-Captured Indian army troops
33•
rear
ard
-Tow
31•Mill
48
For details call 753-1413.
j5c
cliTirch werk helpfell. Excellent
pray before candles in a tent in observation of Indian Dipsof ship
•••••*"i31
3.3 Elk*:kill
33
61- Exist
eernings if accepted. Write Mtn.
van festleal "somewhere" In Communist China, says the
=we.%
U
62-Rent
Peking caption accompanying this photo.
Bobbie Parke r, 805 Alexander,
PUPPY,
Ream
54.
Mill
FEMALE . DACHSHUND
i:IS
55- Parent
jic
Paris, Tenn.
7 month old. Has papers. House
*Sas
DAY OR NIGHT
0,011040
sx;sl..,:e 43
56-Chemleat
broken. Telephone 753-3005 or
commiiied
l
4,9 Il
FOR RENT
FRANK
j5e
Ai
753-5543.
57-Pronmin
DOWN
54
:•%•
1 -Scottish cap
ROOMS - 1 WITH TWIN BEDS 2
Safte
ItING MERINGUE
2-i:id's name
girls $4.00 each per week. 1 With
3- Fondled
35
%
.
v
4:!..
.
4
Equal
......p.,
4double bed. Cooking conveniences
I-Mournful
you'ff
'UPI
Vt.
BURLINGTON,
Lalted Vesture Syndicate, Inc. 2_
by
nat.
featuring DOD1E DOWDY
Ron,
Phone PL 3..1290.
6re having trouble slicing a mering7- Roc k
and Her Horn
of
ue pie, butter the blade of your
ALSO
APARTNIENT.
GAR.AGE
MONDAY thru SATURDAY
knife to make it easier. suggests
Murray, Ky.
sleeping rooms, 300 Woodlawn.
8:00 p.m. to 12:00 pm.
a Vermont Extension nutritionist.
-4.44.
,•
j7p
Phone PL 11-31100.

BUCHANAN NEWS

'

sr'
. Olseusfr.:e,ei
the first edition of a
of Cleveland's strikap with as the strike
cially connected with
lrst papers Clevelandtan and out-of-town,
, quickly.
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ME?
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in purchase 3r
to 1/5 of y
$500 down pl
tab,$350. If #
rchase your OA
id as long as
be less th.

PRESENTS
BOB HOLMES and
the TRENDS

mums
(
i ELBOW
; LOUNGE

DIAL

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
No Cover Charge

Washington at 9th

ci

AVAILABLE NOW. Mt ROOM
unfurnished house. Or three room
furnished apartment. See by allontmen! ph ne PI, 3-3001. j7c

110'MR9G

Now 'Thriller
BY EDAM SHERRY
emu...

Pam Dr Deal. /14•Ca Nu. CarrrtO. C iw e

,E..

It

lyicisr WANTED.-Michael J.
O'Connor right one of the
FBI's 'Ten Must Wanted"
fugitives, is led from FBI
headquarters In New York
after being taken In custody in • Manhattan restau...rant. O'Connor, with a long
criminal record, is &veined
of the fatal shouting or
Albehael ieeoebyl Walsh in
Jersey City, N.J., in August,

400 Tr;i0.4.1
71416 SNOM3Au.
AT ME?

€€E. I

DON'T THINK SO.:THAT
DOE5N7 LOOK Lid'THE KIND
I NAKE..1 05UALLY-PAT-THEN
A LITTLE MORE FIRMLY TO
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•

1-1C .
'
Tucker Realty and
'clam ance Co.
502. Mart.
PL 3.4342

192 PONTIAC
•

Catalina 4-Door.
Double power. knee deep in rubber,
gold mist in color, low 'Monate. Sties.
a little dandy' Priced to ..t.1.1 ut.,32,585.

1%1 BUICK

1...sItsbre 2-Door.
Double Power with factory air conditioning, ,one owner Its-al car Spring•
,r
$2 195.

- I 91i. 1 CADILLAC

5111.1-WAT1.'6
1661
When Babe OKI golf pro 1t the
Stillwater Country Chit). turned to
howling this fall he chine oft with
triplicate 'gores or 213.213 and 213 •
lie said the country club • set
local golf record this yeirr. teo
- seven boles -in one by ..15
tn-rnhers and a visitor
5

Salesman
Wanted-

I,

(..ET

I

TIIAT
SIGN'. The road test. final step in
obtaining a driver's license.
is designed to test an applicant's skill
in handling a car and iiis. o bseria
nce of safety '
regulations.

GER011111111111!

Maialie green in voter, dottlifi. power
6-wav power seats, power
• lot. factory air coorinionine Thi•
ear
a -one owner kcal ear with
low
e Sate's. dials as a brier and
to ticif at
15.715.
•••I

1%0 MERCURY

Monterey 4-15r, Sedan.
Well equipped She's black as
a crow
WW1 short,,
S brier Priced al a line
11.295.

1959 PONTIAC

Catalina .,CDoor -Sedan:
Egiiimeci with, power steering
, Mieftey
Mouse aft. condithmer, a real
set of
skins, on it. Slick as a. hound's
tonefi
Prred to
$1,395.

1959 OLDSMOBILE
•

4- Door Sedan.
FAiiii,,ped with dotilile
-j-lower. radii,
'and .hc.tTer.....gray and
white in color
It's a dandy
11.315

19a FORD
•

balaxi• SOO-4-Deer Sedan.
Equipped Wah. reclining seats, • power
windows! power brakes anti
.steering,
a reai ser of 'itkins, local ear All
Ott .
i-' siie
111.215.

1957 FORD

Fairlan• 4-Door Sedan.
It
ear. Priced to sell
S8115.

1957 PLYMOUTH,
I

,r, extra nice.

1957 OLDSMOBILE
F

-

Door_Sedati.S31115

1957 OLDSMOBILE

4-Doom Sedan.
Cu-stoni tin,,'double power, two-tone
blue in color. - She's sharp.. shorn.
sharp'
095

1955 PONTIAC

2-Door Hardtop.
SSOC

•. WE ALSO HAVE A FINE SELECTION
•
•
OF FISHING CARS
•

1955 PONTIAC_
(952 OF SOTO
1954 NNTIAI,

-$19500
_$14995
$19goo

SEE - COOK SANDERS
or WELLS PURDOM, JR.
• Deal Direct With Owners
. . . No Commission To
Pay •

SANDERS-PURPOM MOTOR SALES
1406 Main Street
MURRAY,
KENTUCKY

Phone PL 3-5315

•
•
a

t-

en-

1.115

